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It is 'possible that a primary will hte
be called and also possible that 
Season.
eelTackling a Big M.
each political party can make a 
ind
Ing
committee or convention nomi- Rev. Burke Culpepper will find hot
nation. plenty of things to which he may -
Owing to the death of Judie ' 
devote his time when he comes '
to Cadiz in SePtember. We are Ind
Hanbery the Calloway Circuit' not the wornt people in the world eat
made the announcement of the as•the Memphis evangelist has nos '
judge's death and asked all juri-been quite soccessful in making
ors and witnesses to appear ; .thee old devir hike wherever
Thursday morning. Judge Bush n 
goes we are expecting -to see
is expected to arrive in Murray
ireahirrichpesut hTirrcgogn the run _whcenadhi Ins
1
Friday and convene the court. iRecord. •
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THE MURRA
APPOINTMEITS
NOT GIVEN OUT.
Frankfort, Ky., August 3.—After
a conference last night the prison
commieeioners announced that they
had not finirhed with the prison ap-
pointments to take effect Sept. 1, and
would not give out any dames until
all the appointments are panned on,
possibly today. s,
Eugene Ray secretary of the board,
probably will hold until the end of
his term, which will be in the spring
of 1018, and not go out with the
prison employes, whose terms end
August 30, uhder the act of 1916,
At Eddyville it is believed half the
4(1 guards will go out, unit at the
Fratikfort reformatory, where be-
tween 50 and 60 guards are employ-
ed, a larger percentage of changes
will be Made.
Warden Chilton at Fahlyville and
peputies C. II. Miller find R. W.
• .johns will remain. Clerk It, II. Akin
probably will,liot be reappointed, and
it is rumored that Deputy C. S. Glenn
will succeed him. If he does, Zech
Albritton of :Slaytield will go In As
deputy. De F. M. Travis, prison phy-
✓ieian, will reamin, hut .the Rev. J. D.
Woodson of Lyon county, is tipped to
succeed the Rev. J. A. Ilolten as chap-
lain; and P. W. Depp, now it the
capitol power plant, to succeed C. E.
Collier as electrician.
At Frankfort, T. M. Pythian will
Wens;
Deputies C.-W. Kazee and T. G. New-
man are slated to go. Various con-
are made am' to their sac'-
•
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STATE CROP RiPORT. #
--
Frankfort, Aug. 7. ----lit"i
state crop report says that
with sufficient rain from now
on, corn, tobacco and pasture..
 .*11L .gut lamina in PAW 
condition. This year'N yield
• in the state is bushel's of
wheat, 17 of oats and 10 uf
rye to the Imre.
GOVERNOR WILL ASSIST.
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 7.—Governor
Stanley, at the solicitation of (ol.
W. A. Cobiton, of the First Regiment,
-who called on him today, will do all
In his power to encourage the recruit-
ing irrthe Kentucky National Guard,l'and will request etiunty authorities
to lend a hand, as suggested by the
Federul Government in instructions
LI) recruiting officers.
(joy, Stanley will writs to the iiher-
requesting them to furnish lists
of men eligible ter military duty from,
which may be selected 'those phyal-
tally tit and free from responsibility
for dependents, and 1w will ask the'
county judges to head local commusj
:lilies to mid the reeruiting ()Metre.;
With the lists thus provided the egad
cruiting officers Will personally solicit
the men to join the ranks.
Col. Colston and I). II. Rose also
discussed having the brigade at the
State Fair on governore' and-
tory days. Il•the brigade is recruit- I
el to the neiessarystrength by that
time, as the officererbelieve it will be
ready for border duty, they think no
trouble will be experienced in getting
the-hTtgade to Louisville, from which,
--tteert he sent to the border:
-- —
BILLY SUNDAY STILL WINNING
•
Flom) mEETINg. Juni HANBERy w-oirikee HNe oli: ulmorry of mEN
Day Hanbery. i M
e
morrow afternoon at 4 o'clock
nd the remains will be laid to
'The funeral will be held to opposE rTnikE
twin
rest n t it
Hopkinsville, Ky., August 7.— Cow Attach Cassel Death.
Circuit Judge John Thomas Han-
bery died last night at 9:30 HIckhaan, Ky. August tl. A
°clock at his home here after a j large number of relatives and
several months' illness of can- friends were shocked when they
cer, lie had undergone an op-' learned that Mrs. Bessie Bacon,
eration at the Mayo Infirmary at C wife of L. H. Bacon, had depart-
Rochester, Minn., and had been ed this life about 9:30 o'clock
In a hospital at Evansville. Monday evening, July 31st, The
For a number of da)s Judge end came peacefully at her home
''Hanbery had been unconscious six miles out from town on the
15 POSTPONED. DIESICANC
- Murray was making preparations
to Kriel deleglition of about forty
autos to attend the road meeting
called to meet In Cadiz next Monday
and fully seventy-five citizens of the
town and county 'expected to attend
the meeting. The Paducah Sun of
the lith inst. makes announcement of
the postponement of the meeting in
h following
"The conference of Pailueah, Hen-
ton, C , I k ill ,Elkton
other folks interested in the Jeff
been held Monday next, Aug. 14th
Highway, as to aie
has been postponed, at the request
of the Cadiz pertple. In order to-give
them more time to arrange for the
meeting.
"No (lute has been set yet for the
'meeting, but it will be some time in
September. Gus Edwards, who was
In eharge of the arrangemente on
this end. hits over twenty innehines
listed to go, some. Staylield folk be-
ing among the number, and quite a
few Smithltind.
"Smithland and Mreytield both are
Ivry niuch interested in the high-
way, and especially Is Smitlitand
anatiotot for some interest to be
shown in the rector that touches
that county.
*.alohn fi. Lawrence, of the Cadiz
Record, who is one of the Trigg
county boosters for the highway.
says Cadiz folk are very anxious to
entertain a. con-raj-nee .of 'the
counties interested, and that he will
and his death dues not come as a Shuck road.
igreat surprise to his many Mrs. Bacon's death was the re-
friends. He was one of the most suit of injuries sustained on Mon-
esteemed and loved men of the day, the 24th, when she was at-
city nnd was one of Kentucky's tacked by a cow. The cow had
most capable jurists. Three...51s- a young calf which had fallen in-
to a pond near the house and
Mrs. Bacon made an attempt to
get the calf out of the water.
She was immediately attacked
7 the cow, being knocked into
the pond three times and came
ear drowning, besides being
trampled badly. The cow had
no horns but charged her victim
with ferocicnts "butting -Mr,.
I advise the Paducah and Marshall Bacon's mother, Mrs. Susan Mad-
c▪ c:wore Sam E. Bynum, owner of Billy county boosters of the date set for dox, and a lady visitor went toIt in generally believed that Dee. Sunday, one of the moat promising the meeting as soon as it is ar-
her rescue, and they too were at-uty Gus Rogers of Paducah will re- pacers ever developed in McCracken ranged,
main, and George Ireland of Frank- county, returned Yesterday from Sti "Trigg county has just voted $150,- tacked but escaped injury. Dur-
fort. and Guard .1. L. Kouns of Boyd, Petersburg, Ind., where Billy took, 000 in bonda for roads. and Chris-
are mentioned for deputies. J. L. second money in a free-for-all pace.! thin $400,000, and both will put ling the commotion the calf got
Coffey of Stanford, prison clerk; J. P. At Mt. Vernon, Ind., the first part their portions of the. Davis Way in out of the water and ran away.
Schnorbus of Kenton, superintendent of the week, Billy won second money fine condition."
of the farm, and Guards W. H. Brit- in a $500 stake race, going the dis-1
ton of Mercer, J. II. Arnold of Gar- tance with ease and finishing easily ‘Advised to Tara Tires.,
rard, E. Lyons and S. C. Mobley of ahead of third money.
Elliott and J. W. Suter of Frankfort The horse is entered at the Union-,I
Here is some good advice forire said to be on the lint to be re. tewri fair and raees next week, and
ained.
Houston Long and Jeffrey Allison
of Franklin will be appointed guards.
-Parole- Agent Reif* Cole and
• Guards John Royalty of Mercer and
S. J. Logan of Eilmonson,- are retir-
ing voiuntarily. Ernest Thompson of
Lexington may succeed Cox. R. N.
Keyes of Murray, parole agent, prob-
zbly .will stay.
-lititfait MARRIED:
MUCH DIVORCED
Paducah. Ky., August 7.—R. B.
Simmons and Minnie L. Simmons, a
middle-aged Ballard county couple,
were married at the court house yes-
terday afternoon about 4:30 o'clock
by Magistrate C. W. Emery. The two
children of the couple, aged 5 and 11
respectively, were standing at their
side during the marriage ceremony.
It was the third marriage for both,
and the second in which both parti-
cipated as bride and groom. Their F'or the second time in the history
first marriage resulted in divorce, af- of the Kentucky State Fair a Worn-
-ter which both married to another ants Shopja to be apart of same this
man and woman, and were divorced, year. This departMent was mango-
and yesterday they were united for rated last year and was found to be
the second time. The groom is a such an attractive one that a continu-
larger. ation and enlargement of this phase
of exhibits, that of placing woman's
handiwork before the buying public,
was thought to be wise.
The exhibit car of the Kentucky In the Woman's Department at-ti-
Tuberculosis Commission will be in des Of women's handiwerk in textiles,
Murray on the sixteenth and seven- art and cookery are exhibited in com-
teenth of August and will be open for petition for prizes. The Woman's
inspection both days from two to six Shop is intended to give an opportu-
p. m. There will be no charge for ad- nity to the ladies of the State to ex-
mission and no collection or other hibit their handiwork for sale. A
solicitation of funds at any time dur- small commission will be charged but
ing the stay of the car in our city. only on articles sold.-- All articles,
On the night of the sixteenth Mr. sent to the Woman's Shop will be r
Joseph Severance will deliver a lee- taken care of to the best ability of a
tore on "Health and Happiness." On corps of efficient ladies in charge and
the night of the seventeenth a lecture I the public who are attracted to the
on "A Clean City." These lectures Fair will have an opportunity of pur-
are free to everybody and all are in- chasing something at a moderate
vited to come out The lectures will price and that something the handi-
be delivered out doors in the court work or the home-makers of our,
yard unless the night is rainy. State. Articles ranging from quilts
to baby caps andl handkerchiefs as 1
well as beautiful things in artlwill be!
on sale here. While some of- the
4111., 
, beautiful things that were exhTiited
sowN LATE IN THE summER;last'year were not sold yet the names
Mr. Bynum will go- up to see him!
work.—Paducah News-Democrat. I
RECOVERINO__FROM
HIS MUTILATION
HEALTH CAR TO VISIT MURRAY
CRIMSON CLOVER SHOULD BE
se--
Crimson clover. a-winter annael
thriving during the cool parts of the
yeaft, will not stand the hot sun and
should be sown during the late sum-
mer in Kentucky. It will furnish a
light crop of hay of very good qual-
ity. Crimson clover is a free seeder.
and as high as ten bushels of seed
per acre is sometimes secured. If
sown early, it furnishes censiderable
pasture both in fall and spring.
Crimson clover, however, is most
useful and important as a green
automobilists, in Farm and Fire-
"When for any reason you--re-1-193vek, ilut; Nis Cnrdie White.
Nashville Tenn... An --• . .
More than 6,000 employes on the
N. C. & St. L Railway. have
signed a petition to be pres.
ed to congress asking that de-
cisive legislation be enacted re
prevent a threatened -tie-up a
transportation and the cousin-
of suffering end loss to the great
majority of railway employes-
who do not want a strike.
The movement among t h
non-brotherhood employes
spreading to other lines, and- in •
dications sre that it will assume
nation-wide proportions. The
action of the men on the N. a;
C. shows that the great majors--
ty of men in railroad service do
not want a strike. This is dem-
onstrated by the fact that with-
in four days more than
employes ,had aiened the peti-
tion of protest over the Same
_territory in which the brother.
hoods have less than 1,500 mena-
rpoi ntadTimit-
petition that the less than 2f):
per cent of railway employe.
(the brotherhood men) thould
not be permitted to throw out ot
work the:majority; of employee
(or the non-brotherhood men e•
When the calf left the cow fol. It is also pointed out that the
• - lowed, otherwise she might have brotherhood men, who are thre-
killed Mrs. Bacon outright. atening to paralyze commerce
JUDGE J. -T. HANBERY. 'While Mrs. Bacon was seriously
move automobile tires, always of Cadiz, ann Mrs. M. F. Shryer,
Henry Campbell, who has been un-Iplace the side that was awayder the care of a physician for the,
from the car towards the car inpast several weeks, has been dismissed
and is able to he out. He will be-wvil putting it back. Most of the
enough to attend the examining- trial!
+wear on a tire-occurs cn the (art-a Byrd Choate here on the 16th,i
Campbell being the prosecuting wit- Side, towards the car the unworn, .ness. part of the tire will receive the
OMAN'S SHOP
of the makers wereotaken hy thtr cis-
The idea of this department is that: ppointe
hardest wear and in that way
the tire will wear out on both
sides instead of wearing through
in one place. It is a plan used
by a man to make his socks last
longer. He alternately wore the
left sock on the right foot, and
vice versa."
$9,000 Increase.
t
The state board of prison corn
nussioners Thursday let the con-
tract for the employment of 150
men at the Eddyville peniten-
tiary at an increase of nearly
$9,000 per annum over the price
for their labor under the con-
tract of the Kentucky Whip and
Collar Company, just expired.
That company takes 100 of them
at 70 cents per day for each pris-
oner, and the Reliance Manufac-
turing Company takes 50 of them
at 67 12 cents. The old price
was 57 1-2 cents. The new con-
tracts increase the daily revenue
$27.50.
bruised, no one expected the in-
, _
ten, Mn', John T. Savage;---of jury to prove fatal. Embolism
(blood clots in the arteries) de-
of St. Louis: Were at his bedside
when he died.
Judge Hanbery was born in
Christian county October 26,
1867. He was the son of Thomas
Cherry Hanbery, a planter and
farmer. The Hanbs.re family is
Of the old colonial type, his fore-
fathers having come to Virginia
from England in the early days.
Judge Hanbery received his pre-
liminary education in the public
schools at Hopkinsville and later
attended the South Kentucky
College in his native city. When
nineteen years old be --let
college and began the practice
of law in the office of Judge J.
I. Landis. He was admitted to
the Kentucky bar in 1893. at
which time he began to practice
in Hopkinsviile, The following
year he was elected police judge
and later was made city attor-
ney. In 1910 he was elected cir-
cuit judge of the Third judicial
district, which position he held
In the country to gain increased
wages, are at present among the
highest paid workmea in the-
country, and that by insisting
veloped in her left limb the lat. bn further advances they are'
ter part of the week and death Preventing the representatives
of the 80 per cent of men engar-
ed in railroad service from their
chances of earning more money.,came in Wednesday night and k
now with the Advance.—La can. and at the same time throw jar
ter Advance, them out of work while their owta
followed. ,
-
Zelner Ferguson, of Murray,
,demands are bsing pressed.BAN ON TOBACCO country Manu facrteurea:all beginning gstixet cs
wake up to some facts. Most ofNOT GREAT HARM constructed so that no provision.the manufacturing plants are
made for large storage of raw
materials or of finished products.
mg. "and I cannot see how the fact
at the time of his death. He was that they will not buy any of this
year's crop will affect the value ofa loyal and influential democrat. the growing crop." . „
He was a member of the Ma- A sharp demand for tobacco from
sons, Elks and Knights of Py- France and Italy is what broughth k • Wtlitk•
Paducah, Ky., Aug. 7.—Reports to 
and they are dependent upon thethe effect that West Kentucky tobac-
_ r agateriskly as-a- movia4noot of  _goo& daily.
result -of the new ban placed on to-'yf the strike —is called, then the-bacco by Great Britain, prohibiting "
its shipment into Germany and Aus- manufacturing plants can only
tria-Hungary (via Holland) are de- work up what stocks are on handlclared to be exaggerated by local
warehousemen, who say that the fact and their employes will have tilt,
that the trade of the Central Powers sit idly by until the strike is set—will 11.-• shut off from America, will
'tled, although they have no part.have little or no effect on the market
in this section. I in the controversy. Busineet
"The territory now restricted by 
men generally see the widespread.Great Britain's ban did not develop
the high values that have material- danger to other industries de-
ized during the past few months," pendent upon railroads for theira prominent dealer said this morn-
operation, and these are some of
the facts that are beginnrig to
cause activity upon the part eft
the people generally. These are
some Of the reasons why there
thias, and was a member of the and West Tennessee. while Spai,n is is almost a universal demand fc t-
Baptist church and an active alsow. demanding a big supply j-ist a: fair and just arbitration.
- It will be rememberet that buyers Ian
Bush, of Hop insvi e, is the field until long after the first ofTobacco company, did not put
for the Italian Regie, the Dickerson
the year, yet before the season closed lin
rcutr JII w  an is reported to have placed ItoArs millions through the Dickerson ware-
housethe Italians_had_lzurthased several ,•14-a _ + a separate cnntrtic-t with another local
dealer. who purchaeed more than ch
Aitors and orders colild .Ve given later.the women-in the home may have an
opportunity to present their work to
the -buying public through the chan-
nels of the State Fair, their fair,
your fair, our fair. Won't you take
part in same?
Those who hese not received a
catalogue of the Kentucky State Fair
may receive one by sending their'
name and address to • W. J. Gooch,1
Secretary, Louisville. Ky.
Mrs. Mollie Morris, orMurray; 
Judge Bush is one of the leading
Ky.. Mrs Susie Chunn. of Farm- • •
manure plant. It can be sown in ington, Ky., and Mrs. Willie
many cases as a catch crop a,nd not 
Hughes. of McRae, Ark., are thelinterfere at all with the regular To_ta- 
tion. It will furnish a cover crop guests of their brother, Rev. ..1
during the winter, preventing the P. Pullen, this week.-- Paris Pieleaching of plant food and washing
of the soil, and.heing A legume- will_rigign. .-
gather nitrogen from the air- Its •  .
Ron. C. ri. Bush, of Hopkins-I
ville, has been appointed circuit'
judge of the Third judicial dis-
trict to succeed Judge J. T. Han-
bery, deceased. The announce-
ment of his appointment came
to Murray Thursday morning.
ys of the bar o is city
and is well knowti throughout
the district, having made a race
for the nomination so:ne several
years up. Judge Bush is ex-
pected ire:reach Murray Friday
early maturing allows it te make a Rev. Peter, Harris, a former morning to preside at the pres-i Court was not convened Monday, by any Intraes, but there is plen."4
under in time to raise a crop of corn,y
et be Plewed
 resident of
a ty of room for improvement. and'rd
maximum growth and tbial city. nOce a resi- ent term of the Calloway CircuittCommonwealth's Attorney Smith
Hanbery occurred more than 90 
1.000.000
warehousemen—lt
ic
ys before the regular Novem. not anticipate anything other than!'
-That Parlucnadhs.
da
a strong demand for tobacco when
the 
'ben election necessitates an e'e
ection being held in November, _ i.ict. tobacco growers of the 10-newsetaosotnheopens next winter is good
Just how the nomination will be custdisheartened because of a threaten -1'
, many of whom part become 111
made is yet a disputed question. ed return to the opening prices of last pok
tobacco or soy beans on the land the'dent of Martitt,-, -Mentz., artived Court.
crimson clover should not succeed in week to spend ,some time iii. the
There seems no good reason why
• . there the latter part of, the paitt The appointthent of Judge
Kentucky, if handled in the rtght county the guest of relatives and
way. 'It is so valuable that it is ser- 
to assist in a meeting east-of theWilly_ worthy Uf -trial by every
farmer. •city.
same year. 
•
Bush is only for a short time
He will be the judge of the dis-
trict until Noyember. Owing to
the fact that the death of Judge
As the acorn grows to
be the mighty oak, so chil-
dren when rightly nour-
ished, grow to be sturdy
men and women.
Good "flavor and the es-
sential nourishing elements
for mental and phy:s•ical de-
velopment of children are
found in the fernous food—
Grape-Nut
Made of whole wheat and.'
malted barley, this pure food
supplies 9LII the. nutriment of
the grains in a most easily di-
gested form.
It does the heart good to 5.-e
little folks enjoy Grape-Nuts
and cream.
"There's a Reason"
Sold by Grocers.
•
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KENTUCKY BOYS
MAY MOVE SOON
INCOuRACIING RIPosTS BRING
RICEIVID FROM RSCIIIVIT.
INS STATIONS
IS UP TO RECRUITING OFFICER
Dental Surges).* Named to Leek
Attar Teeth et Ova
Capt. Parsons to Repert.
Wyst•rn I 'faun Newspaprr.S1•••• service.
Fort Thomas, Ky. -A general feel-
ing of optimism is everywhere In int.
defICO among the uMcers and men of
the Kentucky National Guard held
here to &weft their being recruited up
to the strength required for move-
ment to the border. Reports of prog-
ress at the various .recrulting stations
were responsible. At headquarters of
every unit reports of the recruiting
officer,' successes were heard. but 110
announcements were made, ice officers
declared they wanted the men on the
ground before they sounted them Con-
siderable ritalry has developed be-
tween the three regiments, compris-
ing the Kentucky brigade, and though
their purpose is mutual they are each
striving to he the first to reach the
coveted goal of sixty-five men per (*im-
part!. Added impetue WAS given the
campaign by the official statement of
an officer In • position to know that El
Paso had been determined upon by the
tallied States government as the place
where the Kentucky trove! will bootee
tioned when taken to the border. For-
mer plans for movement le Eagle Pass
hare been abandoned. Another step
-for-theocconfort of the guardsmen was
taken when permission was secured
by the brigade officers to ecreen all
Mete kitchens Az'id tents. The work
started at once.
Toothache will hold no terror for
guardsmen here. The Department of
the East approved the contemplated
appointment of OmatoR. Meredith, of
Leitchfield. and U. M. Bryant, of Is-
land, as dental surgeons in the brigade,
with the rank of first lieutenant. Mere-
dith is a member of the Third Regi-
ment hand. Bryant was ordered to
report at once by Adjt. Tandy Ellis
and be mustered into the service.
Both men will be given conesissions
by Gov. Stanley. War Department or-
ders detailing ('apt. James K. Parsons,
now inspector and instructor of infan-
try at New York. to report at Fort
Thomas to assume duties 'Of Tierobi'its-
sistant mustering officer were reeeived.
Though no reference was made to the
illness of Capt. Easton It. Gibson, now
mustering officer. It is expected that
a ten days' sick leave will be granted
him. He and his family will go to
Wequetonsing, Mich.
CONFEDERATES HOLD REUNION.
Georgetown Boys, Who Rode With
Morgan, In Annual Conclave.
Georgetown, Ky.-The annual- re-
union of the "Georgetown gang" of the
confederates who fought so valiantly
tinder Gen. Morgan waeheld in the big
tobieto barn of W. N. Offutt, on the
Paris pike. The average age of the
men wits seyenty-four years. St
ev9rone,w-.2*Teii: tete sof expe.riensteo
th;ir 'boyhood days, and while the
elaborate meal was being served
speeches were made by a group of the
comrades, including Dr. John A. Lewis,
John M. Her of Owentono George
NI Taylor, Of Nicholasville; Horace
Taylor, of Carlisle. and L. P. Young.
of Lexington.
HOG CHOLERA Ill PREVALENT.
Parris. Ky --Hog cholera has been die-
covered to five different herds in the.
0ounty by Dr, D. C. Hanawalt, repre-
sentaose of the United States Bureau
of Animal Industry. All the Infected
heres are in the northwestern part of
toe county. In the vicinity of Ewalt's
roads. Every effort Is being
to prevent a spread of the m%1
-,-'. owe.
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TIM MtilLRA T 111Viatilr. 4RIT,
KENTUCKY BREVITIES
Leitchatsid. Ky -The, date of the
Grayson l'ouuty Fair, to be heist here.
has been changed front August lie to
September S.
• Mot ttn. Ky Beery Young, I
reekitte In the Meths.
Grueo neighborhood, had seven horses
killed by lightning during an electrical
storm. -
Richmond, Ky -The a hiriwinti cam-
paign to organise • Chamber of Com-
merce tine to a close. the 43.600 hav-
ing been raised and Z50 memberstaken in
Parts, ley The fund for the estab-
lishing of a country club at Paris,
which has been in charge of Edward
Prichard, is growing. Mr. Prichard
now has pledges amounting to 11.5V0.
Mayfield, Ky.--The watermelon crop
is the shortest known here In years.
It is even worse than the cantaloupe
crop. The cause is the hot and dry
weather which dried the vines during
July.
FAmondton, Ky.-The J. & C. Oil
('o. of this county, is about to t•otn-
mance operation The first well will
be bored at lieechvIlle, and a second
at Cedar Flat. The machinery is on
the ground.
WhOesburg, Ky A serious freight
wreck occurred at Riackey, on the L.
& E. branch of the Louisville & Nash-
ville road, below here, In this county.
• number of coal cars being demol-
ished.
Maysville. Ky,e-Coutity Attorney
William H. Reel has come out in a
long arth•le in a local newspaper ad-
vocating the ,abolition of the present
memieterial system In this county arid--
electing three commissioners.
'Padurah. ==1'OLdiaaUa4 Wren wom-
en a reeolution introdiii•te) by Mayor
Ernest Lanitey to establish a tempor-
ary hospital for them was carried by
unanimous vote of the city commis-
sioners. Several of the women have
agreed to enter the hospital and re-
form
Versailles, Ky.-At McKee brothers'
sale of pedigreed Duroc-Jersey hogs at
Forest Home Farm, fifty head sold for
an average cf $92.50 The highest
price. $325, was paid by I). C. Webb.
of Forest City, Ark., for a yearling
boar, full brother of Sensational De-
fender.
Ky.-Lleut. Alvan H.
Clark, recruiting officer from Fort
Thomas, has arrived in the city and
gone actively to work to secure en-
listments for the depleted Third Reg-
iment companies. His territory em-
braces fifteen counties in Western
Kentucky,
Henderson, Ky.-The second annual
West Kentucky Agricultural Fair was
here lart week. Floral hall and poul-
try department were well filled. Many
head of fine stock were on the grounds,
There were nine starters In the Derby.
The distance run was one and ono-
eighth miles.
Paducah, Ky.--The body of the Rev.
Father D. W. Clarke, a Catholic priest,
found dead on Dog Island, twelve
miles abov Paducah, in the Ohio
river. was sent to . ointe7h1-9 home,
where it be buried. It lay in
state in St. Francis de Sales church
here several hours.,
' MIdway; Ky.-PolleeChief E. A...0o-
borne arrested Charlie Henderson,
near Woodlake, on the charge of being
a deserter from the United States
army. Henderson enlisted from Mid-
way. A reward of Sfre had been offer-
ed for his capture. Osborne took him
to Fort Thomas.
"Hopittnsville, Ky.-Dr. Fred La Rue,
of Stoithland, just as/Rimed charge of
the Western Kentucky Hospital for
the Insane, near Hopkinsville, suc-
ceeding 'Dr. H. P. Sights, who was not
an applicant for reappointment. Dr.
Louise Trigg, Of Glasgow, succeeds
ir. U. G. Davis as taird assistant phao.cian.
pol CYnthiana. Ky -Joe Torrence, of
kiefis city, member of the class of 1916
the University cf. Ren'ucky. left
°Were to assume charge of the Y. M. C.
len work at the _MObilization..camp ofta""ie Kentucky National G.iard. Tor-
once is one of the' youngest men in
gfie T. M. C. A- sere-ice 40 be placed
so responsible a position.
of
CARRANZA LIMITS
POWER Of ENVOIS
1/4 MKT. TO U. O. NOTE MEXICO
Ramiro PROPOSAL FOR EN-
LARGING SUBJECTS.
NAMES THREE MEN TO ACT
TAU ihrit Tit_ Devote Their Attention
Preferably To Resolution of
Points Mentioned In tee
Previous Note.
Washington.-Gen. Carrensa's reply
to the last American note at ceptittit
his suggestion for a joint commission
to adjust border differences, but pro.
Postnit a broader scope for the vont.
mission's work, was deliver461 to the
state department by Eliseo Arrodondo.
Mexican ambassador designate. It an-
twounces the appointment of three
Mexican commissioners, with instru.l.
Bono to "devote lbelr attention prefer.
ably to the resoluion of the points
mentioned In the previous note."
Thus, the de facto governtnent ap-
parently rejects the proposal that the
commission toniaider other questions
than the military' situation and limits
Its discussions to subjects originally
suggested by Carransa-withdrnwal of
American troops from Mexico; formu-
lation of a protocol to cover future op-
erations against bandits and investiga-
tion of interests whit.h may have pro
meted border raids.
Whether this will be satisfactory to
the United States government has tett
-been -lattleated.
Old -Pettit Comfort, Va.. or Asbury
Park. probably will be selected
at the isieelltig place of the joint Amer.'
"ican•Mexican commission to adjust
border differences, Arrtdondo said.
Greensburg. Kr-The Green ronnti
.iness Association cor.vened at-Glen-
VOilew camp Ground, eight mileastrom
- • ere. The services were targets- at-
.p4. by people from Hart. Metcalf
."` Jind Green erinntie. Tile Bev.. E. G.
ansfoberte and Mrs. Roberts, Miss Ma-
-rt. 'of filet -rigftt.-'Ttlitie:'arir.11V
INICA•v. .1 P. Roberts, of Wilmore. Ky.,of irducted the servist
e
Paducah. Ky.-The annual picnic of
Chi" 3,000 Illinooseentral employes will
BANDITS 01121 $33,000.00.
dpectators Thought a Moving Picture
Scenario Was Being Enacted.
Detroit -Five unmasked automobile
bandits held up an automobile in which
$50,000 pay roll money was being tak-
en to the plant of a machine company,
and before astonished guards could
offer resistance snatched five bags of
six in the car, said to have contained
between $33,000 and $34,000, and es-
caped. -
The hold-ttp occurred In view of hun-
dreds of employes of nearby automo-
bile factories and the usual afternoon
throngs on Woodward avenue. Many
thought it a moiring picture company.
SITUATION IS SATISFACTORY.
Berlin Claims To Have Overcome Un-
favorable Year of 1915.
Berlin.-The food situation in Ger-
many is satisfactory, according to an
official statement which, after compar-
ing the harvests of 1914 and 1915.
SAYS:
"The splendid organization of the
distribution of bread and corn as well
as the system of economical consump-
tion and the storing in supplies en-
abled us to overcome the unfavorable
economic year of 1915-16 without seri-
ous derangementof the life of our peo-
Ie. The present ecottenrie 
lees to be even more satisfactory."
MANY ARE LEFT HOMELESS
Slaty Are Dead From Cloudburst InEast T.n..as...—pmperty LeesApir•Rimatio $100,000.
Knorrille, Tenn - With 110 knows
dead and a property lose of 111011.0e0,
the peel* of Big Boren Crook 1111
Claiborne county, are, maby of them.
homelese and stricken with sorrow.
Following a rainstorm in which 14
Inches of rein is reported by the
weather bureau oefietels to have fal4.
en a flood widely-tore away a 36-foot
dam surged downrthe valley, carrying
ruin In Its wake. The dead-Mrs.
Creckett Edmondson. her four chil-
d-tea and two greustIchildrOn. the
Misses Lillie and Minnie Wiley, daugh-
ters of Mr. and Mrs. 8 It Wiley of
Monroe, Mich , Robert Jackson and
wife, Frank Cupp and wife, Robert
Walker and family of eight, Push Fer-
guson and wife and seven children,
W. P. Zachery and wife and five chil-
dren, unknown girl, three years of
age. Arthur Johnson end wife and
three children, Cornell Metter and wife
ald seven children.
- A Man and wife and five chlittreu
In an isolated section are known to
be drowned. They are said to be
kluge Birch and flintily.
Itsactle parties rettlrning from the
stricken district report that the water
is all over the little valley of Plates
Creek and that apparently every home
along the creek for a distance of six
miles has been washed away.
The demise was first reported to
have been the result of a cloudburst.
but although is hole 50 feet deep and
150 feet long was torn in the ground
In ono Place, the people of that sec-
tion believe that the storm was the
hardest that could have been, without
being a cloudburst. The flood waters
confined in a narrow valley a quar-
ter to a half mile wide surged to their
outlet In Clinch river, 10 miles below.
at which point the effect of the flood
was dissipated. _nee_ flouring mil's
lint three Many residenees
and granaries oind all the crops have
been deettroyed in the section. When
isolated points have been heard from
it is believed that the loss of human
life will include more residents of
Rescue' parties that went into the
the
valley.
valley brought out a number who have
been made homeless and these are be-
ing taken care of in Tazewell and in
farm houses in that vicinity.
ST. LOUIS MAN CHOSEN
TOTAL PASSES ONE THOUSAND.
-- --
Health Department Daily Bulletin
Shows plague Continues.
New York -More than 1,000 chil-
dren now have been killed by the epi-
demic of infantile paralysis and near-
ly 5,000 have been stricken.
The health department's daily bul-
letin shows that the plague continues
to gaits headway. During the 24
hours ending at 10 a.m. 'Aug. 4. 46
children died of the disease in the
five boroughs of New York City and
175 new cases, the second largest num-
ber in a single day, were reported.
Since June 26 there have been 4.680
cases, 1,025 of which proved fatal.
WOULD PROBE BEEF TRUST,
Representative- Borland Demands Ac-
tion Upon His Resolution.
Washington.- Representative Bor-
land of Missouri renewed his charges
of a beet trust in the house and de-
manded actloo. on hie. resolution pro-
posing an investigation of meat prices
by the federal trade commission.
141. declared the 'seekers were (Bold-
ing enormous dividends while they
charged consumers war prices, and
had tried to stifle the proposal for an
inquiry because they feared publicity.
No Tips In London.
London.-The "no tips" movement
is gaining favor in hontly hotels. In
one week six of them announced that
they had dectile'd to abolish the tip
nuisance by adding a small percentage
to customers' accounts.
Hit By Aeroplane Gun.
London.=-One of the Zeppelins
s held Labor Day at Kuttawa. Ky. which raided the eastern and eouth-
phOhe crowd illrbe takenre and from- .eastern counties of England was hit
by an aeroplane guns-according to ob-
literTbeersb.ig air craft was seen flying low
over tile water, and is believed to
have been badly damaged. .
Anti aireraft guns gave the &eral
visitors a warm reception. A Dutch
gunner also fired on the fleet as. it-
crossed Holland. The four Zeppelitio.
homeward btound. were sighted- off
Frisian island August 4.
•
Missouri Democrats Name Frederick
- D. Gardner As the Democratic
Candidate For Governor.
St. Louis-Frederick D. Gardner el
St. Louis is the Democratic candi-
date for governor, chosen at the pri-
mary.
Complete returns from St. Louis
and 75 of the 114 counties give Gard-
ner a plurality of approximately 34,-
000 over John M. Atkinson, his near-
est competitor.
Henry Lamm and John E. Swanger,
both of Sedaila, are running close for
the Republican gubernatorial nomina
bon.
• . .
•
TREATY IS SIGNED.
---
United States Purchases the Danish
West Indies From Denmark.
Washington-Acting_ Secretary
has announced - that.- -the-treaty by
wlich the United States is to pur-
chase the Danish West Indies from
Denmark for $25,000,000 was signed
by Secretary Lansing and Minister
Constantin Brun.
The treaty provides for the transfer
to the United States of three islands-
St. Thomas, St. Croix and St. John-
which have been the subject of negoti-
ations between the United States ane
Denmark for many years.
Casement is Executed.
London.-Roger Casement. former
British knight and consul, was hanged
at 9 a. m. Aug. 3, in Pentonville Jail
for high treason. He was convicted
of conspiring to cause an armed re-
volt in Ireland, and with having
sought German aid to that end.
Hours before the execution a crowd
of men, women and children gathered
before the prison gates. At me mu-
ute after 9 a single stroke of a big hell
announced that the trap had been
sprung. It was the signal for a mock-
ing, jeering yell from the crowd, whiess
suddenly died away.
Exports of Cotton.
New Orleans.-Exports of cotton
from the United States during the cot-
ton year ending July 31, were 6,231.-
094 bales, or 2,310,514 bales less than
for the previous season, according to
a statement issued by the secretary
of the New Orleans cotton exchange.
Expectations of the earlier months of
the .seaeon were that the movement
would be well under 6,000,000 bales,
but lower freight rates swelled ex
ports during the last few months.
To Have a Gas Buoy,
Mobile, Ala. -The entrance to Mo-
bile bay will be marked by a gas
buoy, the first of its kind to be in-
stalled in then-Gulf of Mexico, accord-
tog to the Mobile Bar and Bay Pilots'
-ABSOCiati011. The buoy will flesh a
white light- teeery ten seconds and
will be, placectity the lighthouse sere
Ice. 
" 
- •
' • _ •
Strawberry Croy iznitimous.
• ivaalitagton -This year's ettrawber
ry crop -of the United States was
earth $20,000,000.
FIGURES SHOW A
STEADY ROE
NEARLY ME THOUSAND M
oiva TIM\ TO Y. M.
C. A. WORK.
OVER 700.000 MEMBERS
Ilvtatitga ARE leulpwiiht Denilnue
Increase-From 350 In 1100
742 Buildings in 11114
is Shown.
New York The steady growth Of
the Young Men's Christian Asmociatibti
of North America Is reflected in tho
uvw annual report now being com-
piled.
'Wilding' anti equipnient continue
to increase. The membership and ytt-
rium' activities, educational, indiletrial.
Social and religious. ehow substantial
Veins. The number of buildings has
grown from 350 in 1909, valued at $21.-
000,000, to 752 buildings in 1916, val-
ued at $53,300,000, besides $20,000,000
more in equipment, endowment and
building funds. In the last year 23
buildings, valued at more than $6,000.-
001, Lure been opened, and as nitaaS
more are being erected.
Thee buildings provide an almost
endless variety of attraetions for boys
and young men, anti more than 700,-
000 have taken out membership tick-
et* and twice as many use the build-
ings. Nearly 100.000 have been en-
rolled in vocational evening dailies,
360,000 Use the gymnasium privileges.
125,000 live In the assoelation dormi-
tortes and 130.00e were registered in
lie various- elasseria-mellostotes odotOS-
tion and Bible study.
Talent Mid exceptional ability In the
officers are necessary in the atiminis•
tration of these great plants. In some
buildings the expenses are more than
$200,00o a year. There are not less
titan 20 different types of secretaries,
social, educational, physical a-nd ad-
nileistratiVe. The total number of
sien giving their entire time to this
work is nearly 5,00o.
The biggest problem which the as-
soeiations face is where to get these
men. lt is met in a measure by the
association training colleges in Chi-
cago and Springfield, Mass., but these
provids less than one-fifth of -she 41-QW
'ten required, besides making no pro-
vision for the needs of present secree
Lodes.
A most important training agency is
the summer schools, of which -Merit
are now six, located in various parts
os the country. The largest of these
Is the Eastern Association School,
held each year at Silvery Bay, on Lake
George. It started in 1901, with 22
students. Last year there were 49s
students from North America, includ-
ing representativos of the association
in Asia. South Africa and South Amer-
ica. this training school opens its
foutteenth session Aug. 2, and con
ilnues fer-the-inaiti.
STRUCK BY AUTO:- -
Theo. MacLellan of Chattanooga Was
Killed at Plymouth, Mass.
Chattanooga. - Message.; received
here from Plymouth, Niass., told of an
automobile accident there in which
Thos. _MacLellan of this city was kill-
ed. Mr. MacLellan was 79 years old.
He was walking along the shore
road at Plymouth when struck by a
passing automobile, and was thrown
to the macadam pavement, fracturing
his skull. He died within a short time
in a Boston hospital. Mr. MacLellan.
a native of Scotland. had been a busi-
ness man of Chattanooga for about
25 years.
JUMPS THIRTEEN STORIES.
-- -
Atlantan Wao Has Been in 13ad
Health Kills Self.
Atlanta Ga.-Thomas A. Brown
leaped from the thirteenth story of the
Fourth National Bank building in ths
heart of Atlanta's business section and
was instantly killed. Pedestrians saw
Brown pause for a moment on the
window ledee of a doctor's office, then
jump ta his death.
FIRE ON BLACK TOM.
Many Cart of Merchandise Burned on
Island.
New York.-At another Lehigh Val-
ley terminal fire, believed to have been
of Incendiary origin, two cars loaded
with tanks of acid which had been
rescued from the Black Tom disaster
exploded bombarding the neighbor.
hood o'ith chunks of steel.
The firs, which resulted in the de-
etruction of a great many cars of mar
chandise, occurred in the Claremont
yard near Black Tom Island.
Federal Board" May Interne.
Washington.-Information reaching
Weshitigton from New York indicates
that the commission of railway. man-
agers of the 225 railroad sx.atcrne in
the 1.11ifted • States :111_14 therepresenli-
Veils of the engineers, firemen. tialn-
men and conductlirs are not likely- to
effect a direct settlement 'of differ-
euces antl-thitt lederal board of
mAlation and conciliation will have
to intervene. •
EDITORS CLAIM THE -
TRUST RAISED PRICE
.
- PAM MANUFAcTURERI
WIT THAT A COMBINE
_ WAS FORMED.
7........••••••••••11**
PROOF MAY. Bk SUBMITTED
Publisheri YTS* Sittlatton With Gen.
wine Alarm-Newspapers Face
Failure Unless Increases
Checked Early.
WashIngton-Charges that the price
Of news print paper has been forced
exorbitantly by a combination of man
ufacturers were made by pobliehers
and denied by repreeentativee of the
manufacturers at a beefing which con-
ip•iloten .ted e atixlietive inquiry into the
subject by the Federal Trade Coattials
erican Newell*
p Frank P. Glass, of Birmingham, vie(
president of the Am
er Publishers' Argo( lition, told the
commission he was "morally con-
vinced" there was collusion among the
of it.
manufacturers and expected to be able
by October 1 to present legal prool
P. T Dodgn, president of the Inter-
national Paper Couipany, declared high
prices were duo to an enormous in
crease In demand, and insisted that
the manufacturers were not making a
fair return on their capital.
The commission undertook the in
veetigation under direction of a con•
gressiohal resolution and will begin
work ininuellately drafting a report to
Iitomstielintmitted at the earliest possible
Other witnesses at  the hearing Pl-
audit(' I FL- Ze140.,- -eltairtnen of the
white paper committee of the National
Editorial Association, and representa-
tives of the Pennsylvania Associated
Dallies; E. R. Stoll, manager of the
Pittsburg Publishers' Association; 0.
N. Andrews of the Easton, Pa., Free
Press; W. Is Tushington of the Cain'
den, N. J., Courier; Charlet( B. Spats
of the Iloyertown. Pa., 11'eekly, and
George F. Steele, secretary. and- Tim-
othy A. Ansberry, counsel for the
News Print Manufacturers' Associa-
tion. 
Glass said his associates viewed
the situation with extreme alarm and'
had recommended retrenchment in
consumption by smaller editionss aoI-
ialiing returns and circulation activity,
Increases of 25 to 35 per cent on
contracts and sometimes 100 per cent
on emergency orders, he declared, had
destroyed the profits of moat newspa-
pers. and already had driven acme to
the wall
One western paper, he Paid, reported
an increased paper cost of $250,000 an-
nually. Ho claimed it was almost Im-
possible for a publisher to get quota.
times except from the mill he usually
dealt with.
Mr. Zerbey charmed favorit!sm in
the sale of paper, and declared pres-
ent prices vary widely according to
the whim of the manufacturer...0g dies_
crepancy running from two to elm
cents a pound. He added that while
some publishers can hardly buy paper
for cash even at exorbitant rates, oth-
ers have made two and three-year con-
:raets at favored terms.
He thought It apparent that manu-
facturers had meted to force publish-
ers to deal only with the mill they
were accustomed to patronize, and
that any further Increase beyond five
per cent would foree many of the
smaller papers under 20,000 circula-
tion intowbankruptcy.
In defense of the manufacturers, Mr.
Dodge explained that $1,000,000 worth
of paper was held in stock by his
company'as it necessary safeguard for
contracts in hand, but said the reserve
-had been detfleted from 37,000 t ins to
1,700 in order to afford relief and thatall new orders, including contra( ts fornearly 100.000 tons from abroa 1. hadbeen refused. -
The great difficulty; he mild, wasthat a very sudden and unexpecool de-
Mand. Increasing the -country's paper
consumption. over 20 per cent in thepast year, had entirely outrun theavailable supply.
- Moreover, nearly every Item of ex-pense in manufacture had been increased, and the import of timberbought in Canada for manufacture hadbeen forbidden. by Canadian authori-ties shortly after the American dutyon Canadian paper was removed.No new mills had been Net in thepast year, he said, as it was impossi-ble to make a fair return on capital.
• Osteopaths In Session,
Kansas City.-With sectional studyconferences and clinics held in thehospitals of the city, the enteral. cou-ventton of the American OsteoPathieAssociation held its first regular meet-ing here Aug. 1. About 3.0011 osteo-paths were in attendaoce.
Proteit Action of Committee.
Indianapolie-lieptesentaties of theProgressive party met here to protestagainst the action of their nationalcommittee in endorsing Judge s_ -They glse coneidered the advigabilityof callng an-other national conventionto fill the' varaecy calmed by the dee..lination of tioose.velts
One element Is 'outspokenIp favorlit .reamsembling the nation o-i tonveretion and nominating a 1114I1 to runeith•John M. Parker, the viee preetclimatal nominee.
•
le grounds ,csp a speciai Ain. Be-
st° 'des a hall genie, there will be dance
Aejse:g. tennis and Athletic events.
'or Jamestfewn, Ky.-Tlopsle mechinery,
at %longing to Hunt & eontrae-
s-e-ers; who will bulid ten rolles',of th•
ailOrz Highway through Ftussell county, -
veil. The work will begin at onee.
34, PAI,, sen yomety has vof, $4,0,00p for
tis road.
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N THIS TALE
JACK LON-
DON'S SEA EX-
P ER I E NCE IS
D WITH ALL
SYNOPSIS.
-1-11-=•; -
Illivreehrey Van Morten. critic and dilet-
tante, Cads hlansolt atuaird the sealing
selieuner Ghost. Captain Welt Lwrissitt,
boon.' to Japan waters. The captain
Ittakoa him cabin boy -for the good of hie_
ekntl '' The cockney cook, Alugrldgo. Is
Jeftlous end hases him. Wolf hales a sea-
man and 'natter it the basis for a phtl-
Fnenhle.,•IlecoNalon elth Hump. Cooky andUttip whet knives at each other. Illuntv'stIniacv with Wolf tn. . A carnival
of brutality breaks'Inoss In Os ship. Wolf
reoses himself the In..ster brute. Hump,eplte hip protest, Is made mate thesll•phip and proves by his enndust In a
blew that he has learned "to stand en his
own legs " Two men desert the .esseel
tn one of the entail boat.. A young eoiln•
an and four men, survivors of a otsanter
:witock, are tweeted frees a small boat
15e deserters are sighted, but welt stands
ta•Y mei leaves them to drown. Maude
Brewster, the rreewel girl, and V•n
Weyelen titer they know each other's
work They talk together of a world alien
to Wolf. Nitoide seem Illuiteidgs te,ssiel
eventide In rt bowline to give Mtn • Mtn
4Ind his foot bitten eft by a shark as he
Is hauled aboard. Mho begins to realise
her danger at this hands of Wulf. Van
eveyelet• manses that he loves Maude.
Wolf'. brother, Death Larsen. comes on
the sealing grounds in the steam sealer
Mneedenie awl blanArte Wean. Nieto. mo
stealing him catch. Doath Larson "hoe"
the sea again and Wolf captures one of
his boats with it. men.
CHAPTER XX I-Continued.
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and we saw that the flg was over.
The remalithig two boat' Ed WA esp.
tomd by our live, and the seven were
grouped together waiting to be picked
up.
"Look at that I" I cried involuntarily.
pointing to the northeast.
The blot of smoke which indicated
the Macedonia's position hal re-
appeared.
"Yes, I've been watching it" was
Volt Isreen's calm reply. lie meas-
ured the distance away to the fog-
bank and for an instant paused to feel
the weight of the wind on hie cheek.
"We'll make it, I think; but you can
depend upon it that blessed brother of
mine has twigged our little game and
is just a-humping for us. Ah, look at
that!"
The
grown
Tie dropped down to the deck and
rested hls riflo across the rail. The
bullets we had received had traveled
nearly a nine, but by now we had cut
that dietanee in tial te-Httlired three
,Itil shots. At the third the boat.erer let loose him steeringernr and
crumpled up In the bottom of the boat
"I guess that'll fix them," Wolf Lar-
sen said, rising to his feet. "I couldn't
afford to let the hunter have it, and
there is a chance the beat-puller
doesn't know how to steer. In which
case, the hunter cannot steer and
shoot at the same time."
His reasoning was justified, for the
boat rushed at once into the wind and
the henter sprang aft to take the boat-
steerer's place. There was no more
shooting, though the rifles were still
cracking merrily from the other boats
The hunter had managed to get the
boat before the wind again, but we ran
down upon it, going at least two foot
to its one. A hundred yards away, I
saw the boat-puller pass a rifle to the
hunter. Wolf Larsen went amidships
and took the coil of the throat ̀ -alyards
from its pin. Then he peered over the
rail with leveled rifle. Twice I saw the
hunter let go the steering-oar with one
hand, reach for his Mae. And hesitate.
We were noii-aciitiide and foaming
past. -
"Here. you!" Wolf Larsen cried sud-
denly to the boat-puller. "Take a
turn!"
At the same time he flung the coil
of rope. It struck fairly, nearly
knocking the man over, but he did not
obey. Snstead, he looked to his hunter
for orders. The hunter, th turn, was
In a quandary. His rifle was between
his knees, but if he let go the steer-
ing-oar in order to shoot, the boat
would sweep around and collide with
the schooner. Also he saw Wolf Lar
sen's rifle bearing upon him and knew
he would be shot ere he could get his
rifle into play.
"Take a turn," he said quietly to the
man.
The boat-puller obeyed, taking a turn
around the little forward thwart and
paying the line as it jerked taut. The
boat sheered out with a rush, and the
hunter steadied It to a parallel course
some twenty feet from the side of the
Ghost.
"Now get that sail down and come
alongside!" Wolf Larsen ordered.
Once aboard, the two erisoners
hoisted in the boat and limier Wolf
Larsen's direction carried the wound-
ed boat-steerer down into the fore-
castle.
"If our live boats do as well as you
end I have done, we'll have a pretty
full crew." Wolf Larsen said to me.
"The man you shot-he is, I hope-"
Maud Brewster quavered.
"In the shoulder," be answered.
"Nothing serious. Mr. Van Weyden
will pull him around as good as ever its
three or four weeks."
"But he won't pull those chaps
around, from the look of it," he added,
pointing at the Macedonia's third boat,
for which I had been steering and
which was now nearly abreast of us.
"That's Hornet's and Smoke's work. I
sale them we wateted live men, 'not
carcasses. But the joy of shooting to
hit is a most compelling thing, when
once you've learned how to shoot. Ever
experienced it. Mr. Van Weyden?"
I shook my head and regarded their
work. It had indeed been bloody, for
they had draws off and joined our
other three boats in the attack on the
remaining two of the enemy. The de-
serted boa/ was in the trough of the
sea, rolling drunkenly across each
comber. Its loose spritsail out at right
angles to it and fluttering and flapping
in the wind. The hunter and boat-
puller were both lying awkwardly in
the bottom, but the boat-steerer lay
across.the gunwale, halt in and half
out, his inns trailing In the water end
his head rollingstrom aide to side. .
"Don't look. Miss Brewster. please
don't look," I had begged of bear, and I
was geld that she had minded me anti
been spared the eight.
a_ "Head right-Werth° bunch, Mr. Van
, Weyelen," was Wolf Larsen's corn
Mend. -
-eta he drew nearer, the tiring ceased,
blot of smoke hail maidenly
larger, and it was very black.
"I'll beat you out, though, brother
mine," he chuckled. "I'll beat you out,
and 1 hopes you no worse thap that you
rack your old engines into scrap."
CHAPTER XXII.
When we hove to, a hasty though or-
derly caulusion reigned. Thu boats
cutne aboard from every side at once.
An fast its the prisoners name over
the rail they were marshaled forward
lato-ttro- tOreesetto-Ary- our huntert
while our sailorshoisted in the boats,
penmen, droatrg them anywhere up-
on the deck geld not Mopping to lash
them. eVe were already undel• may, all
sails set and drawing, and tho sheets
being slacked off for a wind abeam, as
the last boat lifted clear of the water
and swung in the tackles.
There was need for baste. The
Macedonia, belching the blackest of
smoke from her funnel, was charging
down upon us from out of the north-
east. Neglecting the boats that re-
mained to her, she had altered her
course so as to anticipate ours. She
was not running etraight for us, but
ahead of us. Our courses were con-
verging like the sides of an angle, the
vertex of which was at the edge of the
fog-bank. It was there, or not at all,
that the Macedonia could hope to catch
us. The hope for the Ghost lay in
that she should pass that point before
the Macedonia arrived at it
"Better get your rifles, you fellows,"
Wolf Larsen called to our hunters;
and tke five men lined the-Teti rail,
guns In hand, and waited.
Ilac-ediona was nO-fiTtitt a mile
away, the black smoke pouring from
her funnel at • right angle, so madly
she raced, pounding through the sea at
a seventeen-knot gait-" Sky-hooting
through the brine.'" as Wolf Larson
quoted while gazing at her. We were
not making more than nine knots, but
the fog-bank was very near.
A puff of smirker broke from the
Macedonia's deck, we beard a heavy
report, and a round hole took form in
the stretched canvas of our mainsail.
They were shooting at us with one of
the smell cannon which rumor had
said they carried on board. 01-jr men.
clustering amidships, waved their
hats and raised a derisive cheer. Again
there was a puff of smoke and a loud
report, this time the cannon ball strik-
ing not more than twenty feet astern
and glancing twice from sea to sea to
windward ere it sank.
But there was no rifle-firing for the
reason that all their hunters were out
in the boats or our prisoners. When
tho two vessels were half a mile apart,
a third shot made another hole in our
mainsail. Then we entered the fog. It
was about us, veiling and hiding us in
its dense wet gauze.
The sudden transition was startling.
The moment before we had been leap-
ing through the sunshine, the clear
sky above us, the sea breaking and
rolling wide to the horizon, and a ship,
vomiting smoke and fire and iron mis-
siles, rushing madly upon us. And at
once, as in an instant's leap, the sun
was blotted out, there was no sky,
even our mastheads were lost to view.
and our horizon was such as tear-blind-
ed eyes may see.
•_It was weird, strangely weird. el
looked at Maud Brewster and knew
that she was similarly affected. Then
I looked at Wolf Larsen, but there was
nothing subjective about his state of
consciousness. His whole concern was
with the immediate, objective present.
He still held the wheel, and I felt that
be was timing time, reckoning the
passage of the minutes with each for-
ward lunge and leeward roll of the
Ghost.
"Go for'ard and hard-a-toe without
any noise." hq errata,. to me. in a low
voice. "Clew up the topsails first. Set
men at all the sheets. Let theta be no
rattling of blocks, no sound of voices
No noise, understand, no noise."
When all was ready, the word "hard-
a-lee" was passed forward to me from
man _to man; and the Ghost heeled
about on the port tack with practically.
no noise at all. And What little there'
was-=the slapping of a few reefpoints
eand.the creaking eta shearer-fa- airlock
or two-was ghostly uner the hollow
echoing pall in which we .were
swathed. •
We bad scarcely filled away, ,,,it
seemed, whenthe log thinned abruptly
and we were again in the sunshine, the
wide-stretehing sea breaking before U5
Si the skyline. But the ocean was
•
- -
'
• - •
bare. No wrathful Macedonia broke
Its eerier% nor uniAtprirke ttor sky wtth
her smoke.
Wolf Larsen at once squared away
and ran down along the rim of the fog-
batik. His trick was obvious. lie had
entered the tog to windward of the
steamer, and while the steamer had
blindly driven on into the tog In the
chance of catching him ko had come
shout and out of his shelter and was
now running down to re-enter to lee-
ward. Successtul In this, the old simile
of the needle In the haystack would he
mild indeed compared with his broth-
er's chance of finding him.
He did not run long. Jibing the fern
and main sails and setting the topsails
again, we headed back into the bank.
As we entered I could have sworn I
saw a vague bulk emerging to wind-
ward. ' I looked quickly at Wolf Lar-
sen. Already we were ourselves
buried in the fog, but he nodded his
head. He, too, had seen It--the Mars-
den's, guessing his maneuver anti fail-
Mg by a moment in anticipating it.
There was no doubt that we had es-
caped unseen.
"I'd give five hundred dollars,
though," Wolf Larsen said, "just to be
aboard the Macedonia for five minutes,
listening to my brother curse."
"And now, Mr. Van Weyden." he
Feld to me when he had been relieved
from the wheel, "we must maker these
neweorners welcome. Servo out plenty
of whisky-to the hunters and see that
a few bottles slip for'ard. I'll wager
every man Jack of thorn is over the
side tomorrow, hunting for Wolf Lar
sen fits contentedly as ever they hunted
for Detith Larsen."
Wolf Larsen took the distribution of
the whisky off my hands, and the tort-
ties began to make their appearance
while I worked over the fresh batch of
wounded men in the forecastle. I had
seen whisky drunk, but never as these
•
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The Macedonia
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eaaseea,„,
Was Now but a Mile
Away.
men drank it, from pannikias a
mugs, and from the bottles-great
brimming drinks, each one of which
was in itself a debauch. But they did
not stop at one or two. They drank
and drank, and ever the betties slipped
forward and they drank more.
The steerage, where were two.
wounded hunters, was a repetition of
the forecastle, except that Wolf Lar-
sen was not being cursed; and it was
with a great relief that I again
emerged on deck and went aft to the
cabin. Supper was ready. and Wolf
Larsen and Maud were waiting for me.
While all his ship was getting drunk
as fast as it could he remained sober.
Not a drop of liquor passed his lips.
Ile did not dare it under the circum-
stances, for ho had only Louis and me
to dependeupon, and Louis was even
now at the wheel. We were sailing on
through the fog without a lookout and
without lights. 'That Wolf Larsen had
turned the liquor loose among his men
surprised me, but he evidently knew
their psychology and the best method
of cementing in cordiality what had
begun in bloodshed.
His victory over Death Larsen
seemed to have had a remarkable ef-
fect upon him. The previous evening
he had reasoned himself into the blues,
and I had been waiting momentarily
for one of his characteristic outbursts.
Yet he disc ivered himself In splendid
trim when I entered the cabin. He had
had no headaches for weeks. his eyes
were clear blue as the sky, his bronze
was beautiful with perfect health:
life swelled through his veins in full
and magnificent flood. While waiting
for me he had engaged Maud in ani-
mated discussion. He seemed voluble.
prone to speech as I had. never seen
him before. The disetesion was on
love and, as usual, his was the sheer
materialistic aide, and Mend's -was th0
idealistic., For myself. beyond-ft wor
or so of suggestion or z'.orrectien now
and again. I took no part.
Ile was brilliant, but so was Mame
.aud tot' sorne_timfi I lostalhe thread. of
Ithe conversation through studyleig her.face as he talked!' It was a face thatriLiely splayed color, but taight ts,
•
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was flushed and vivacbus. Ilsr wit
was pieTtnitirinen-iy, ami she wee 4840..e-
lag the tilt as much as Wolf Larsen,
and he was enjoying It hugely. For
sumo reason, though I know not why,
in the argument. se utterly heel I lost
it in the contemplation of one stray
brown lock of Maude hair, he quoted
from Iseult at Tintagel, where the
says.
sin
herein 
That bey I MI burn vone•n is reir
And perfect hay ti risgrosolon.
. As he had read pessimism into
Omar, so now he read triumph, sting.
Ina triumph and exultation, Into Irwin-
burne-• lines. And be read rightly,
and be read well, lie bad hardly
ceased reading when Louis put Ids
head into the computtioeway and wills.
tiered down:
"Ile easy, will ye? The fog's lifted,
an' 'tie the port light iv a steamer
that's crossln' our bow this blessed
minute."
'Wolf Larsen sprang on deek, and so
swiftly that by the time we followed
him he had pulled the steorage-slide
over the drunken clamor and was on
his way forward to close the fermi.-
tie-scuttle. The-. ftsg. - though it-
tnained, had lifted high, where it oh-
sewed the stars and tnade the night
quite black. Directly ahead_ ottá I
could see a bright red-light and a white
light, and I could hear the pulsing of a
etettnet-ra. -entitled, latnroad a doubett
was the Macedonia.
Wolf Larsen had retureed to the
poop, and we stood in a silent group,
watching the lights rapidly cross our
bow.
''Lucky for me he doeen't carry a
searchlight.- Wolf Larsen said.
"What if I should cry out loudly?"
I queried in • whisper.
"It would be all up," he answered.
"But have you thought upon what
would immediately happen?"
Before 1 had time to express any de-
sire to know, he had me by the throat
with his gorilla grip, and by a taint
quiver of the muscles-a hint, as it
were-he suggested to me the twist
that would surely have broken my
neck. Tho uext moment he had re-
leased me and we were gazing at the
Macedonia's l'ghts.
"What if I should cry out?" Maud
"I like you too well to hurt you," be
-,aid softly-nay, there was a tender-
Rees nn-danacgreas in hts 'voice that
made me wince. "hut don't do it just
the same. for I'd promptly break Mr.
Van Weyden's neck."
"Then she has ray permission to cry
out," I said defiantly.
"I hardly think you'll care to sacri-
fice the Dean o' American Letters this
Second." be sneered.
We spoke no more, though we "had
become too used to one another for the
to be awkward; and when the
red light and the white had distils-
peered we returned to the cabin to
finish the interrupted supper.
If ever Wolf Larsen attained the
summit of living, he attained it then.
From time to time 1 forsook my own
thoughts to follow him, and I followed
in amaze, mastered for the moment by
-his remarkable intellect, under the
spell of his passion, for he was preach-
ing the passion of revolt. It was in-
evitable that Milton's Lucifer should
be instanced, and the keenness with
which Wolf Larsen analyzed and de-
picted the character was a revelation
ot his stifled genius. It reminded me
of Taine, yet I knew the man had
never heard of that brilliant though
dangerous thinker.
(TO RE CONTINUED.)
I beyond •vea
Stevenson as a German Spy.
It is interesting, says the London
Chronicle, to recall that Stevenson
has recorded his imprisonment la
France as a German spy, so foreign
looking was he in appearance. An.
VALUE OF SYSTEM ii REGINNING
TO It APPRECIATES.
W.Iiis Set Rid Si Wellies Trifles '
That Take UP ewes sse Make
Work-Pill Alarm GINA
le Use.
410=Mii••••
Niet.t.111  MAX‘v KM,. Department et
Icartnere' Institutes of the Volvereity isi
Wis. °nein )
liii ii' ) Ott WOW I hrni.tgh PPM' h01110,
putting away many piecee 'if brie•-a-
brute, too e•hesiets with usoupelutiener to
give a Wiy,Ileifiedly towTeter, Ineoligru.
ens thing's. tutting up spflea land emit&
141:.efolleeililess hiutidiiitg to keep In or-
If ferf, .10, for the hive anti eourfort
of yesur family. If theme things have
real value' felon them away tier a time,
at butt, end they will be* ,1•11 ly 0,(1
again, "tail...tees !nuking the heart grow
(testier."
It lot heeenting metre II nil twee. the
rumteen for houmewiveso to go through
tirneers and closete end give to
rummage* grob•baigN toed fair*
things that here plowed their (ley.
Boulte, niugitellies, pleteires, china and
orunmente luny be papered out to greater
utiemdnuilityneellet.t
people are ninths gins! by
• bit of finery for the doll or things to
be used lit the. plitylieume, which take
but little' theuglit to Olive in their
hands. Whitt it guilt for repose and
beauty, to city nothing of eisave, and
time for important duties, If these ob-
petit tested be elitilinntell. Simplielty
Is the ko note of the uge, and the cow-
tortilla** hems. Is it restful lilacs'.
Lettermen MOS ii Indy Doe-
tors tett- uw 'Milt- harry, like worry, is
death tO good looka tool an enemy to
health as cell. The peserie Wt14) accotu.
_ollp4h the Intuit In the world's wor
those o-ho plun well and sereitily ac
compile)* their task;
D eeeid yorv rstenere-yeuretestt on a
lain piece tif work, whether making a
buttembele or frying doughnuts? If you
have pro know the time needed and
will be utile to plan your day. Of
course, there are always the unexpect-
ed interruptione whieh we cannot plan
on, but it Is wise to know the length
of time it takes to acesimplieh certain
definite piece of work.
If mistrenges had a better under-
standing of these things there would
be tnere pence and harmony in the
lemmehled, and a rue Id who had a two-
weeks' witching under way would not
be asked to prepare dinner for Invited
gueete. It is the inconsiderate women
who are helping to keep the recreant
problem unsolved, and are always look-
ing for a servant. -
If one is not possessed with the pre-
Clous power of concentration, use an
alarm clock and set it at the time that
-dirmisr Is to be Marled- or the bread-Pitt
Into or taken out of the oven. It takes
but an instant to provide this security,
an. 11-16--feTIes the-inliid-thatt 1,..
whole attention may be put upon what-
ever work is at hand.
When we, learn to keep our sense of
proportion and know that, however de-
sirable it may be to have the washing
out early, a sweet temper, a calm and
quiet mind, are much more to be de-
sired and vastly more appreciated by.iidiL
Washing Sweaters.
"When I washed my fine white
sweater it shrank so that I was scarce-
ly able to get it on," said a young
housewife the other day. "the bottom
dried in ripples and- the pockets
stretched to twice their size. Next
time I stitched the pockets in place be-
fore wetting. I prepared a lukeewarm
suds of white soap and carefully
washed the sweater in this, afterward
rinsing It searral time*. Then I
squeezed It dry liver my dressmakers'
form I pinned a sheet and put the,
sweater on the form, patting into
shape and stuffing each arm with a
rolled bath towel. When dry it was as
large as when new and fitted me even
better." -
Clean Empty Bottles.
As soon as n milk bottle is ethernet!.
rinse it thoroughly with cold water. Do
not return dirty bottles and do not use
milk bottles except to hold milk. Re-
turning dirty bottle's to the milkman
COMFORT IN HOMr HUSBAND SAVED
HIS WIFE
Stopped Most Terrible Suf-
fering by Getting Her Lydia
E. Pinkhani's Vegeta-
ble Conipount
Denison, Texas. - "After my little
girl was horn two years ago I Wean suf-
fering with female
trouble and could
hardly do my work.
I was very nervous
but just be4 drag-
ging on until last
summer when I got
where lemild sot do
my work. Iwsald
have a chill every
day and hot Bashes
and dissy spells sod
my head would al-
most buret* I got where I was almost
a walking skeleton and if. wiis a burdep
to me until one day my hustle ei's step.'
sister told my husband if he did not do
something for me I would not last kW
and told him to get your medicine. Sob.
got Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable Com-
pound for me, and after taking the first
three doses I began to improve. I eon-
tinned its nee, and I have never had any
female trouble sine.. I feel that I owe
my life to you and your remedies. They
did for me what doctors could not do
and I will always praise it wherever I
go."-Mrs. G. 0. Lowlier; 411) W.litus-
terey Street, Denison, Texas.
"If you are suffering from any form of
female ills, get a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkhiuri's Vi•getable Compound, and
commence the treatment without delay.
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HAD A FEAR OF LIGHTNING
Lifelong Dread Made Wonsan Uaeon•
ecieus and She Oled from 
Fright.-
During it thunderstorm itt Neertotts_
le if Woman elle "through all her
life of fifty year; held felt n nervous
dread- of lightning" beentne uticoto
seems from fright :Ind tiled.
Cannot the multitudes of otherwise
rational people who are obnenettel by
the same drend take eonntiel of the
fate of thee unfortunate and allay
their fenre emits the New York Wolitl.
They suffer an necess of terror in
every thunderstorm, and in effect un-
dergo the agony of death many times.
Yet there are few other rums of
death so painless or so remote. In
11)12 in the whule country wily 243 per-
bon a were killed by lightning. of whorn
but 42 were females. Wotnen, who
mainly feel this fear, should be en-
couraged by their greater immunity.
But, in fact, twice as many people
are burned to death in conflagrations
In a year as are killed by thunderbolts,
-and the number of those who die from
organic heart disease compared with
those who die from lightning is us 334
-1.
- No doubt the superstition thnt hurt
attached from the earliest times to
deaths by lightning has told some-
thing to do vvith the survival of the
fear. l'eople who view their inescap-
able exit from this world with philos-
ophy should he ready to accept a light-
ning stroke as an end as easy as any
other. It is too instantaneous to ad-
mit -Of -ph ystrat aerrsirtivene eel-tale-the-
fear-ridden are assured that if the
flush Is seen the sufferer is safe.
An Enlister.
"I ehought you told-me you were on
your way to enlist?"
"I um," replied Plodding Pete. "I'm
tryin' to enlist sympathy for me large
an' unsetledled s,uppetIte."
Just Trying to Boss.
"Sometimes," said Uncle Ehen,
man gits de notion dal he's upliftin'
de human race when he's only train'
to begs it around."
drew Lang found his appearance at , may mean rhat a few days litter either
twenty-eight - a anything but that [ you Or your" neighbors will" get cone
of a Scotsman, and the same difficulty tamlnated milk. Milk bottles should
pursued the novelist through life, never be taken into a sick room. In, ,
more especially on the continent case of Infectious or contagious d1S•,.' N., 
-It is a great thing. believe me." . all tirades Mandel be boil thor• Li. -1 
acorn grows to
wrote in the Inland Voyage. "to pro oughly and should not be" returned to It"-, 
me mighty oa -lo chit.
sent a good normal type of the nation the dealer without the expretes perrnis-"- tiren when rightly noun,
you belong to," and, as he says in the Mon of the attending physician. Such
same chapter, "I might come from any diseases easily can be made epidemic
part of the globe, it seems. excepO through disregard of this precaution.
from where I do." , 
Curried Cheese.
Salt Water Improves Coal. --1 Dissolve three tablespoonfuls of but-
in recovering_cargoes of coal from ter in tessraall saucepan, thea stir in A_
sunken vessels it has been discoverel gradually half a ettpful of milk jand a-
tphraotv edt h be y combustion  e eof i pc es al t
, slowly until the onion IS tender. Grateists-atternr. 
small sliced onion. Allow tot- cook
Coal subjected to the action of sea- two (lances of Parmesitin cheese. odd,
water for a number of years will burr Isit to the mixture in the saucepan and .
almost esitirely away, leaving only a I stir until dissolved. Add seasoning
small amount of ash and no clinkera to taste, and pour over rounds of hot
Crates of coal, each holding approxl. e."uttered toast. Serve at Once.
mately two tons, were submerged by '
etheP.British admiralty in 1951, and at I This -Saves Steps. _7....-._'different timet Since certain iit them
1 A large tray to carry dishes to and
(ducted. The tests from
. the dining resole table is a great
favor et the bait-water treatment, 
stets saver, but better yet is a wheedl
' 
Her Political Views, ' -
"Jane. I have discovered , that mu
new cook -has iiklit.ed views about
the palisY ja tire EVIL" --
"John. *hal (le you nseiria!"
"She believes in the iradual
tlon of thine.".„
s
•
tray - _The first cost ..of_alils is eather____
.1
 
huge, but the housewife Might afford
to Indulge In one. for its 'convenience'
can 'Wally he Oterestimated.- . .
":""Te Maus-brnlit1041t.
Adel oho ta'ant teaspoonful of baking
powder for every four. eggs.
s • . • • -ea: •
• • ,
„.
As the
ishecl, grow to be sturdy
men and women.
Good flavor and the es-
sential nourishing elements
for mental and physical 4-
velopment of children are
found in the fernous food.—
Grape-Nut
Made of whole wheat arid
malted barley, this pure food
supplies all the-nutriment of
the grains in a most easily1411-
gested form. —
It does thelleati good to see'
little folks enjoy Grape-Nuts
and cream.,
"There's a Reason"
Sold by I,2o rTR.
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Hood, Fain & Hood
Lumber Company
Located at the.ota D. W. Dick
•i Stand, Near Rowlett's Factory
All Kinds of Building Material, Lumber
Builders' Hardware, Paints, 0i6, Etc.
We Believe we Can Save You Money.
We Know we will Treat You Square.
BOURBON HOG CHOLERA IZNIK
Prevents and Cures
CHOLERA, WORMS, COUGIfi THUMPS.
It .1..•tfayll perm,, ffer11111,11 the beetle deeeelion ant
causea hog, to fatten rpm kin, I 'ye it in the feed and drink and ym r
hes. will sever belie cholera. Costa only Sc. a month for r‘t Ii hoe.
Don't *Aid untd they act @ult. Ream wetsp your hog, thq_rneduds•
sew sad keep them free Irons worm, and dims.* At All Drupstatek
101101.0111111111111DTCOMFANT. Lesiadiee. as.
Sold in Murray by H. P. THORNTON.
stems, do not pack tightly together. Miss Dona Campbell, daughter
The IWir heads are more slew er, and •
the stralght stem is eLill green and 
of Arnett Campbell and wife.
aumwhat juicy when this grab ti Is ripe. aged 22.years past, died last Sal-
Tills crop Is more likely to heat, there- urday at the home of Ben Cats-
Headed kaflr or milo may be sold
nay a few miles east of the
r
fore, when piled in quantity.
or fed in the head, or the heads may city, after a lingering illness of
may be threshed and only the graln 
She was a wellbe ground Into head chops, or they tet:.SUMptiOtt.
known young lady and had many
used. The threshed grain should 
friends who are grieved to learnnever be fed whole. but always ground
coarsely, In which form It Is known of her death. The burial took
as kaflr or mile chope. . pla:e Sunday in the South Pleas.
Storing. 
ant Grove cemetery after funer-One. of the problems In connection .
storage of the beads or threshed grain , 
Mack Pool.with the ase of these grains is In the al servi▪ ces by Rev.
or chore.- -Ltker corn, they may get _Narey Bogard, ;sup_ 4, Taylor
out of condition and become damaged Bogard, west of the city, 'and
If special_ care Is kit taken. Cribs iss rtubjeLeasb,__ef near _gas
end blu_ used, ,far•_eLaring. _the_hea zei, were united in marriage lashould" be Well ventIlatAd. They
should be examined from time to time
to make sure that the contents aronot
being damaged by heating. • -
The wain should el-wars-be
to be; .'no thoroughly cured before_
thresfrn.glr or grinding. ; In ordinary
threshing a high percentage of the
grain is cracked. erneked grain will
11•44•410/104140414•AO00414410410410414
An additional excellent
feature or our optical
*-SOrviraLia-that ottr-glacai.
es are IiE CO l'N G
%Alt- both--- 4- _0
lace" pei tecttvl
Sunday in Patio', Rev. J. C.
Rut14. of this city, sayieg the 4.*  tifleY°r ou'iatnotrgsclai:ne'L'ilitith..ati'haorre.
cer. monv. Both bride And g_roem4.,__,euxt testis eurnvotent_
have: mapy ft lends in Cafloway.4,-; Optometriet cicul will obtain 4-to txtpifd happiest congratille- • them here. •
tions and wishes for a long life. *ii!
_ _ e CORRECT GLASSES ON1-
absorb Moisture and spoil niore read- I Aunt Carolina Hornbuckle, col. LY-rthe•-other kind never
should. be taken to crack 11 s little as 
ored, died the first of the week 1‘, leave our establishment.
ily than whole grain. Great care
ORVIS C WELLS
possible 
tracked
e lcin 
kernels 
an bthreshing. The 
much
propo drtion at her y couhnotme on the east aide ofO
at about 80 sears of ift. •
age. She was a wellknowndar- '
creased by reducing the speed of the
cylinder or by removing part Of the 
k and had many friends among.*
—The-gratm slneniebe- tirorrmghtr Atryl -b Yoth races-in- th ne-couty,-
before being stored In bins and it
should be watched while storage con-
tinues. The average moisture content
of sorghum grain is not as. high as
that of corn. This is due partly, per-
haps, to its being produced in dry dis-
tricte.- Nevertheless, when the water
ntconte is above normal they will heat
readily if not carefully handled. Ex-
cessive moisture content is probably
the most common cause of damage.
•
• OPTOMETRIST
concaves. 0*44.*****4441‘.6stut.si.***014* 
Most disfiguring ski1 erup-; The long heated and dry spel 1
Lions, scrofula, Pimples, rashes, was broken Monday night- when
etc., are due to impure blood. !a general rain fell throughout
Burdock B!ood Bitters 
is 
_as_ 
heavy in many parts of the coun-
the county. The rainfall wascleansing blood tonic,
recommended, $1.i 0 at all
wPil ty and was of vast benefit tostores.
+corn and tobacc) crops. The rafti
1 o dRgeeg, u lFa.r
SaturdayMurray
time the home of Mrs. Laura
ameeAt.initi..of was accompanied by i quite an el-
night. A full attendauce is de-
sired. Brown, of this city, was struck
Shoe Shop 'for Sale.
; I am cffering my shoe repair-
ing shop in Murray for sale. I
have a modern shop in every re-
spect, equipped with electrically
;driven outfit. It is conveniently
located and wi,1 sell building or
rent to purchaser of shop. Best
stand in Western Kentucky with
• large patronage. Am selling to
enable me to take a much need-
ed vacation. Price and terms to
intereeted persons on applica-
tion. -Lee Lucas, Murray, Ky.
by lightning, resulting in only
slight damage. For the past two
weeks or more this section has
experienced one of the warmest
spells ever known and the rain
and change for cooler Monday
night -came as a great relief to
both man and beast.
One way to remove habitult
constipation is to take regularly
a mud laxative. Doan's Regu-
leta are recommended for this
purpose. 25e a box at all drug
stores.
Lame Back puts a_man out of commission while it tnsts.Evt-ry nioment is t elute_ can't work. oreven get about to amount to anything. he quick eelief, apily
BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMLNT
It Is a Powerful Pain Relief .
Rub it in Well over the affected part. it warms and relaxes thecontracted muscles, and relieves oremptty. .fit is equally bene-ficial for Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Stiff Neck,So:c isliki"res, Cuts.Wounds, Sores, Burns, Scalds. Ti 'icier Feet. Chafes aid ... Swellings- .Price 25c. SOc and S1.00 per kettleJAS..-. BALLARD, Proprietor .ST. LOUIS. MO.
.. •
SOLO BY H. P. WEAR
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s 0.3. JENNIN68, rapritost.
Ilhatered at th• pustudlosi at Marru. Ken Welty, tor litteetnisalon through
the tuella as second glass matter.
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JUDGJIL J. T. HANIBIEBY.
'am melancholy *ad of the brilllan
+earlier of "Jack" Ilaabary is a source
sa pr..r„und arid ttaivartial sorrow,
HU trimails were legion, sob only in
km bums city and in the part,y that
had honored him with hi (Mee, hotqi.
is an Parts of 'Ceram. and in el:
les. A native of Chr tian coun.
ettretessr-raInter--hrysoir-titretich-
‘ own efforts. II.• surmounted oh.
*steel's, overcaine digleulties. urged
--/ssi by a boundless and kiudable am-
bition, always performing hi+ duties
•eatth a fearless and conscientioua re-
aril for law and justice. Without
• heat aitvantages, ho accomplished ,
more than most men do with the very
hest opportunities and made a reputa-
tion on the bench that will live after
IhIrmi In years to come. Ile was learned j
ia the law, with a wonderful fund of 1
llegid knowledge representing years I
WS Modica's application to his books.
H. was jtea ant impartial in his rut-
*. He was fearless and faithful
deka* his duty as he saw it. He
-ems kind-hearted and thoughtful of
the feelings of others and the hum-
bloot prisoner felt that he bad a
triesid on the bench who would see
that lie was fairly treated. His friends
hilieved there wore greater thinge
as More for Judge lianbery, but his
esaistul career is ended in gloom and
ate grave is open to receive all that
oraa mortal of this upright man and
Sedge. -Hopkinrville Kentuckian.
AVOW MISATKES.
- There are many well advertis-
ed kidney remedies on the mar-
ket, but none so well rteummen-
ded in this vicinity as Doan's
Pflls. Reid the state-
ment of a resident of Paris.
Mr., J. J. Lowry, 312 Thomp-
son stieet, Parisi, Tenn.. says:
"I suffered for years of wtek
kidneys. Tne trouble started by
having backache and I was weak
and sore. Often my back hurt
so much that I could hardly bend.
Headaches were common and I
had dizzy spells, during which
my sight blurred. The kidney
secretions were irregular in pas- .
sage. Doan's Kidney Pills cur-
ed me and I haven't been troubl-
ad since."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedey
-get Doan's Kidney Pills -- the
tame that cured Mrs.Lowry Fos-
ter-Milburn Co.. Props., Buffalo,
N.Y.
.141.
The republican primary held
iia the First congressional die-
Viet last Saturday was marked
ler its "tameness." Only a very
-Alight vote was cast and resulted
!la the nomination of Hon. G.
_Prentice Thomas, of Trigg coun-
ty, who defeated Thos. Hazelip,
ofl'aducah. It bodes good when
even the republican party refus-
eels to endorse the cardiducy of
latch an individual as Hazelip.
Thomas received a majority of
osibout 200 in Calloway county.
A final warning to cut the
weeds was given property own.
era of the city about two weeks
-aero. The weeds still stand ard
•serveir'a menace to the life and
boatel of the community. There
is a law requiring property own-.
iams to destroy weeds and it can
be enforced.
a.
HARVESTING AND STORING OF SORGHUMS
 lemeallelatillemee 
4,•••
'ireatialfWasz. ' •••goels•At1-‘014:4441 -
New Concert j.1Memping
(Prepared by the Kited Stitt./ part-
---AuThave not seen anythingk-. muAs moldy or wormy heads. or sty
mint" or Agrtelitture.1 . .
from New Concord for quite a and weevIled sorghum grain will not
spell I thought r %%mid just see be ealatablo to stork any more- than
corn or oats Irr the same condition,it the good "Old Reliable" could the proper harvesting and storing of
publish a letter from here. these grains Is very important to the
Health is reasonably good but grower who is to, use them for feed
I think everybody would feel bet-. 
oi nt ettiiideodo onr
rnaie r et tl sheohgvriatitinis that
ter if it would come a good rain, to bring the best prices Dry must be
brought to Market in as nearly primeThe meeting at the Cherry condition as is possible.
Baptist church has just closed. ln Farmers' Bulletin No. M. "Coes
of Sorghum riraltt." the cereal experts,There were some splendid ser-
especially those who have been ape-mons preached. 
deli:lug on the sorghums, offer the
There was an all•day singing  cifo_or auttid  te sdir tsectIOrtir lot _the prepare-.
at McCuiston school house -Sun- - o Of grain sorghums:
day and a very large crowd at. Harvesting.
The grain-sorghum crop is harvest-ten ed. r. ie I tleTe three general mem  --It--is'Acut
fine singing and everyone pres- with the corn binder, or headed with
ent seemed to have the kafir header or ordinary graina most de-. _ bender, or it is headed by band.
_1_ plat *bleb iii 1.01114 run bo. fed 
In'That the state Insurance rat- Graves -Neal,' one of our very the dandle or shocki4I :rid headed 
!asr board is unalterably opposed popular young men, surprised'later In the season or as needed. Eced-
lonngi - I n the bundle usually ix practiced
to. any raiee in rater, for which his many friends by bringing a as
a 
nia.lonrteruir ra t t in rationce  n t for
leepresentatives of the insuratice bride home with him two weeks horYseanot at 
4k o 
elsompanies are contending, was ago. His wife was Miss Flos- clueing run or Veing fattened for mar-
e Statement made by Chairman sie Haneline, daughter of Mr. 
ket.
One problem In the handling of
N. O. Gray at Frankfort last Billie Haneline and wife, of near' grain 
 
sorghum when the crop is head-
tiaight. Coldwater. ed is the proper curing and storage
Sorghum.
Route 6.
We are having some nice rains
god corn and tobacco are looking
One_
Tosco Lamb and wife went to
the river last Friday and came
UI time.
The stork visited the home of are
trethe- heads. L'sualty these heads
Jim_ Lewis utatiridity and left a, t. thrownit out In long, shallow piles
fine girl ard all Jim does now is or If It is wet from recent rains.
say "By 0 Baby," but papa Jim This is a satisfactory way of curing.arlefanNootrabled weather and if the piles
don't care if the boat rever 
Is 
large.
MiSS Liilian Michaux is visit- 
eduirsenelty tdoryththe heads may he hauled
iwnegek. s
...Meek Sunday. They report a nice . of mllo and feterita than in the case
Miss Treva Michaux.-4 May: 
of kerb% The short, broad beads of
milo, with' their somewhat crooked
field, who has been visiting rel-
atives and friends here the past HINTS FOR THE POULTRYMAN
month, has returned home. We
Charlie Stone and Miss Belle
Waters went to Tennessee Sun-
day and were mat red.
,I. T.- Crawford and family
Astarted for the Mammoth Cave
Tliaesday in his car. They will
be absent one week.
Mrs. R. A. King is still im-
proving slowly.
A little boy of Delmus Jones
was taken very ill or diptheria
J-liesst Friday night, but is better
at. present.—Green Horn.
Second Lieut. Harry Walker,
Coa.. L K. N. G., suitioned at Ft.
_Thomas, came in W(dnesday at
-soon to remain for seven days,
daring which time he will re- '
• ezruit new MEM hers for his com-
' Reny. Lieut. Walker gives a '
wing account of affairs at Ft.
Thomas and states that all Mur-
ray members of the company are
is fine health and 'seem to be en-
, -paying army life. He says that!
Ike Keatueky contingent will be!
 -.ordered to the, Mexican borderi
Ammon as the regiments are re-I
exulted to the ri.quired strength.
Vtaker brings the news
*at Joe Matt Wheeler, trumpet--f
-Jar of Co. L. rect.:M.1y rejected on,1
, -account of defective teets; nOw I
lands, just so his girl is not on it. 
are
the nicraope fully meturreand thor
granary 
safely 
crib. 
case
This
relatives in Mayfield this can be done more 
n h
regretted very much to see her Fifteen Practical Suggestions on Care
leave. 1 of 
Eggs and Attention Necessary
P
day. Large crowds are expected filthy.
2. DO not allow
I. Do,00t keepSprings begins the second Sun- ,
to attend.
lbas a full set of incisors arid mo-
- liars end can m esticate hard-tack
'an well as any regular In 'Uncle
army. .* •
t.
The meetingat Sul hur
for the Flock.
mongrel stock
the nests to become
I 3. Separate the lailifilips from the
sitting hens.Rev. Shelton and wife visited- 4 Gather the eggs at 'least every
their daughter, Mrs. Geo. Colts, day, better twice a day during very
the past week and attended the
meeting at Cherry.
The Concord school is getting
along nicely. Mr. Guy Mont-
gomery and Miss Meadow are
ethe teacher —Red Eye.
Itching pies provokeProfanity
but profanity won't remove
them. Don's (:intment is re-
commended for itching,' bleed-
ing or rrotruding piles. 5-c at
any drug store..
_
STANG
For Sprains, Lameness, I
Sores, Cuts, Rheumatism I
Penetrates and Heals.
Stops Pain At Once
For Man and Beast
re. 50c. $1. At Akaciplers:
LINIMEN
warm weather.
5. Keep all eggs in a dry, cool, well
ventilated place.
Do not keep eggs in a kitchen
near a tire of any kind.
7. Never sash eggs, as it spoils
their keeiens _qualifies. 
8. Do not sell eggs "eltke codift4
btit demand that your eggs be candled.
9. It is best to market the eggs
every three days In warm weather.
10. Do not market eggs that have
been placed in an incubator and can-
dled out.
11. Do not market small, Inferior
and 'dirty eggs. Use this kind at home.
12. Eges read#y absorb odors and
should be kept away from anything
such as oil, onions or any material
that has a strong odor.
13. Separate the male birds from the
flock as soon as the hatching season Is
over.
, 14. Eggs that are of questionable
quality. such 'as those secured frotn
stolen nests, ought not to be marketed .
TREES PLANTED IN THE FALL
Better Growth the First Summer Than
Those Planled in the Spring
and Winter.
Trees and shrubs planted In the
fall make a better growth the first
summer than those planted In the
winter and spring This is a fact that
hae long been known by tree planter,.
Investigations by the Missouri experi-
ment' station show that the growth
of a tree set in the fall Is better than
that of one set in the spring by from
23 to 100 per cent.
The chief reasons for this differ-
ence in favor of early planting are the
solid packing the soil around the roots
_and.-.the early eallouaing of the cut
surfaces. Both these are essential as
preliminaries to growth. Buds on
spring-planted trees swell before the
roots start, and seemingly the tree
loses no time, but as a matter' Of fact
growing cannot really begin till the
roots have started. They must send
up to the trunk and branches sap, and
this can be done only when roots have
taken hold of the earth so that a lib-
eral supply of sap may be furnished
from _below to replenish that stored
in the tree which tends to flow up-
ward with the coming of spring.
Therefore it is well to plant trees as
early in the fall and winter .as they
can be had in good condition :from
the nurseries.-:'-Southland Farmer,.
as fresh eggs. Unprofitable Practices.4
I 15. When taking eggs t.1 market It It does not pay to attempt to lay
tibiabnettl:retzokseetpt jet
mh°Into
covered sr ar at hi:. 
that should be expended In feeding
ap a bank account by saving money
I 
' Ithe live stock or withholdtifir It from
- Raise Your Work Horses. the purchasing of a well-bred male
Stinting young stock and 'keeping a1lin to raise your work horsea and 
stop buyteM 4,•FArying hors is what scrub male are two practice* that do
keeps Rome, POoPle poor. • 4, not pay.
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Eggs It3e this week at Bucy
Bres. •
Miss Evelyn Trevathan was
the guest of Miss Ruth Strew, of
Benton, the put week.
Leonard Holt, of Ilrookport,
Ill., was in the city Sunday and
Moody the gout of friends.
%%wren Holt, of Memphis,
spout the past week In the city
the guest of hi-smother, Mrs. Joe
Ferley.
Henry Thornton, Jr.. arrived
home from Boulder, colored°,
where he has been residing the
put two years.
Dick Miller and BawmanClatt•
too left Friday morning for De.
troit. Mich., where they have
accepted employment.
Mrs. I. T. Kirk and children,
of Paris, have been the guests
of her pareets, E. S. Diuguid
• and wife, the put week.
Muter Will Merritt, of Jack.
son, Tenn., spent the past week
In the city the guest of hie
grandfather, A. M. Wear,
B. F. Berry and family left
the first of the week for Ballard
county where they will spend the
next two weeks on the lakes fish-
ing.
Geo. 0. Gatlin and wife left
Tuesday for Stewart-- county,
Tenn., where they will Spend the
week with relatives 0P-Mr. Gat-
lin.
Mr,. N. N. McKee! le a patient
in the Murray Surgical Hospital
where she underwent an opera.
tion Tuesday morning of this
week.
Lost.—On t
week, a breast
dollar gold col
ward for it
Die Furgus n.
Mrs. Willie Linn and daugh-
ter, Miss Evelyn,- left the
week for Oklahoma where they
will spend several weeks the
' guests of relative.
Wu Mary Kennedy, daughter
of H. V. Kennedy, of Murray. is
visiting her uncle and family,
Mr. George Combs, for a few
days.—Hardin Enterprise.
Farm for Sale.—Four farms
ranging in size from 80 to 260
._acres, all adjoining. A bargain
if taken now.—R. L. Hart, own-
-et; H are, -Rt. -2. 8103*
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Vasier
have returned to their home in
Paducah after spending the past
week with their cousins, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Luter, and family.
Miss Della Cunningham, who
_haa been making Hardin her
• home for several years, has sold
Out and moved back to Trigg
—county to reside. --Hat-din Enter-
prise.
R. Y. Shoemaker, guard at the
Eddyville prison, has been as-
signed to guard a detail of pris-
oners recently sent to Belle coun-
ty where they will be employed
in the building of roads.
ets the past
made of a ten
Will pay a re.
n. -Mrs. Nan-
Dr. Cleret Ells, Miss Ermine
Ellis and Miss Nina Paschall re-
turned home last Saturday via
St. Louis from a three weeks'
visit to relatives in Mountain
• Grove and Springfield, Mo.
For Sale.-60 acre farm 1 mile
west of A Imo on rural route
acres fresh land; good house -of
3 rooms; good stables, good frame
barn; good water: 45 acres in
cultivation, balance in timber.
Will sell this place at a bargain
as I own another farm. Call on
01' Mite W. M. Thomason, Almo,
Rt. 2, for price and terms. 81012*
It
NOT ENOUGH CHILDREN
tver receive the proper balance of food
to sufficiently nourah both body and
brain during the growing period when
nature's demands are greiNter than in
mature life. This is shown in so many
pale faces, lean bodies, frequent CO kb ,
and lack of ambition.
For all such children we say with
unmistakable earnestness: They need
Scott's Emulsion, and need it now. It
possesses in concentrated form the very
food elements to enrich their blood. It
changes weakness to strength: it makes
them sturdy and strong. No alcohol.
tw • scot & tiOwnt, aloonsiefii. rt J.* '
• • '
s
Duey Bros will pay 13e trade
for frying chickens this week. 2*
. Mts. B. M. Berry and little
daughter, Maurine, holVe return.
rid to their home In Oakton, Ky.,
after spending the past several
weeks with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Luter.
The meeting whieli has been
In progress at tho First Chris-
tian church the put twenty days
came to a close Thursday night
of this week, About fiety addi-
tions to the church resulted.
Elder Jno, B. liardemen, of
Henderson, Tenn., will begin -a
protracted iiieetsig at Cross
Wade, one•hale lode west of
Stella, on Friday night before
the third Sunday. August 18.
Mrs. C. A. Hood is spending
some time In Dawson, having
left here last Friday afternoon.
Mr. Hood and Mr. Will Tolley
returned home from Dawson last
Saturday where they spent about
ten days.
Arthur Farmer left Monday
morning for Detroit, Mich.,
where he will be employed in an
automobile factory. Of course
Arthur will be welcomed by the
large Murray delegation already
in Detroit Health is not very good in this.
• vicinity.
Members of Hazel Grove, W. Aunt Callie Clark is
0.W.Circle, will unveil the mon-
ument of Mrs. Frank Brown the
third Sunday in August at Zion
Grove cemetery near Boydsville.
All members of the W. 0. W.
and circles are rf quested to at-
tend the services.
Mrs. 0. J. Jennings returned
home Tuesday at noon from Mis-
souri where she was called on
account of the illness and death
of her father. She was accom-
panied home by Mrs. E. J. Jer-
nings and grand daughter, Miss
Flenor Halton, who will be here
for several weeks the guests of
0. J. Jennings and family.
Harvey Workman, of El Paso,
Texas, arrived in Murray last
riday to apend the next fifteen
days the guest of relatives in the
city and county. Harvey is a
former .Calloway boy but for the
pasteight yearn has been reside
ing in the far western city. He
isn City mail carrier and has
been on one route for seven
years, during that time he has
only missed carrying the mail
four days.
Attorneys J. H. Coleman, Joe
Lancaster, N. B. Barnett, f. H.
Key&sW, 1k Jones,
Gaston Pool: Sheriff W. A. Pat-
terson, Deputy Sheriff Ira Fox
and Frank Miller; J. A. Edwards
and T. R. Jones attended the
funeral and burial of Judge J.
T. H an bery st Hopkinsville Tues-
day afternoon. They made the
trip in automobiles and returned
home Wednesday morning.
This issue of the Ledger cone
tains a financial statement of,the
receipts and expenditures of the
funds of Calloway county as
shown by settlements with the
county treasurer for the past two
years. The delay in publishing
the first statement was occasion-
ed by the loss of the copy of the
original settlement by the print-
er and no blame is attached to
the fiscal court. These two state-
ments should receive the careful
reading of the taxpayers and
then should be filed for reference.
The statements will be found
mmencing on page eight and
continued on the second section
of this issue.
A mass meeting will be held
here Saturday afternoon in the
court house, at which time live-
stock matters will be discussed.
A ripresentative of this depart-
ment of the N., C. & St. L. Rail-
way Company, also a represen-
tative of the state agricultural
department will be present. Ev-
ery farmer of the county should
attend this meeting, at which
time some definite action will be
taken regarding the purchase of
a number of the best breeds of
beef and dairy stock. Come out
and hear this important subject
discussed by competssat men and
lend your assistance in the fur-
ther development of this great
it dustry in Calloway county.
•
1,1.0 remiss Feud.
Says the Dover, Tenn., Cour-
ier: While some negro girls
were picking blackberries In the
'awing near Bear Spring they
raked something with their fret
that they first thought were gun
wads, but on closer examination
they were found to be pennies.
By scratching tLe leaves away
and sifting the dirt a little they
picked up 1200. The latest date
found on them is 11101.
Mr. Lary! Hart brought them
DMZ Monday and dapoaltad
them in • hank. Mr. Hart said
they were still digging and look-
ing for more and finding a few.
They are supposed to have be-
longed to the old Stewart Coun-
ty Bank and were taken out by
the burglars who blew the safe
et that bank in 1902. It is thot
that they found them in a sack
, and carried them to the coaling
before they discovered that they
were pennies instead of more
valuable coin and threw them
away because they were too cum-
bersome for their value.
Salem Neighborhood News.
new girl at
Va Crossland the past week and
were married., We wish them a
long and happy life.
Several people from this place
went to Pell City last Wednesday
to a big Sunday school picnic.
All carried their dinner and re-
port a nice time.
Miss Annie Whitley fa right
sick at present.--Grasshop-per.
High Prices Will Continue.
Ikea- use the population of 'the
United States is growing rapid)y
and production of meat is not
keeping pace high meat prices
probably will continue indefinite-
ly says a government agent.
The available supply of meat
in this country would beimuch-
greater they say were itneit for
the enormous losses caused- by
disease and exposure. It is es-
timated 1,475,000 cattle die an-
nually from disease and a mil-
lion and a half from exposure.
Seven million hogs died of chol-
era in 1914.
In 1914 and 1915 this country
Imported more fresh chilled and
frozen beef and mutton than it
exported.
As Appreciation.
-- -
We want to thank the good
people of Murray for their kind-
ness to our mother during her
long illness in their midst.
The big hearted sympathy and
friendliness shown us in this
great sorrow, the loss of our mo-
ther, will be a fondly cherished
memory in the years to come.
We deeply appreciate the ten-
der care and nursing, the kind
visits and messages from friends,
everything that was done for her
comfort and happiness, and the
last sweet service lingers, an in-
spiration and sweet benediction
in our lives. Gratefully yours,
The Head Brothers.
While in bathing on the Ken-
tucky side of the river Sunday
afternoon a well known Metrop-
olis, Ill., belle had the luck to
have all her clothing stolen.
When the young lady had finish-
ed her swim she was horrified to
find her clothing missing and
was forced to return home clad
only in her bathing suit. A num-
ber of friends were taking a
swim at the time. Unless she
had on more summer clothing
when' she went to the river than
is usually worn by the Hopkins-
vijle girls she didn't suffer a
very heavy !ow—Kentuckian.
.•--Aria•A riaMinbarrl.r. • woRIL-
UMBER
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Let us figure with you on that bill of
Lumber, whether for repairs or new
building. Screen doors, wire, paint.
Anything Tor purposes.-
11.
Hughes & Irvan Lumber Co.
13431300113003131:1113X
.•••••
Get Ready.
Now Is the time that your hello
will moult or shed their feathers.
This process is rather slow and
nature should be assisted. B. A.
Thomas' Poultry Remedy will
help your hens to moult causing
them to shed earlier and be ready
to lay when eggs are highest in
the winter. If this remedy does
not make good, we will. -Sexton
Bros.
Land for Sale.
20 0 acres, near Buchanan,
Tenn.; price $3,500; two settle-
ments; would sell either or both.
Good well,- orchard,—stoeks barn
and tobacco barn on each. place.
Notice, 100 acres of this for $1,.
on the
sick list.
Hardy Adams is singing "By 0
Baby." It's a plow boy at his
home.
Wit Stone has a
his home.
Miss Mary Haneline and Ace
Howard, Miss Floasit Haneline
and Graves Neal, Miss Belle Wa- 100, well improved, plenty house
ins and Charlie Stone all eloped room, three brick chimneys,
plenty timber; thin place is most-
ly upland and is partially broken.
For information address T. J.
Sanders, Buchanan, Tenn.,
F. D. 1. 727
Nursery Stoelt.—I am the lo-
cal reprsentative of thy/Vienna,
Ill, Nursery and can dupply your
needs in all kincli of nursery
stock. This firm has a very fine
line of two year old stock of ap-
ples and peaches at 20c and oth-
er fruitii_aecordingiy dial)._ In
ornamental shrubery of every
kindThey make a specialty. Any-
th g you need they have and I
ill appreciate your order.—J.
C. Broach, Murray, Ky. 7276_
Sweet Clever Seed.
Direct from grower. White
and biennial yellow; hulled and
unhulled. Special scarifield seed
for fall sowing. Also-pure sweet
clover extracted honey. Prices
and circulars sent free. — John
A. Sheehan, R. D. No. 4, Fal-
mouth, Ky. 834*
For Sale.-50-acre farm 6 miles
north of Murray on Almo and
Kirksey road; 3-room dwelling,
6 stall stables, 2 new tobacco
barns, good water, good orchard,
15 acres in timber; land all fresh
and in fine state of cultivation;
17 acres in grass. Terms and
price on application to R. 14.
Jackson, Alm°, Rt. 2. 7278.
Founder Never Results
when Farris' Colic Remedy is
used for it does not contain op-
iates which constipate, but is
laxative in its action. It is drop-
ped on the horse's tongue—cures
by absorption. We sell it on the
money back plan.—Sexton Bros.
For Sale.-47-aere farm, well
improved and in high state of
cultivation, located 6 miles north
of Murray; 5-room house, other,
improvements good, fine water,
good young orchard, 7 acres
timber, 34 acres in grass. For
terms and price, see or write its,
S. Blalock, Almo, Rt. 2. 72712*
Warning.
Kentucky is being inva—ded by
peddlers who go from house to
house pretending to fit glasses.
The public is warned to buy
glasses only from optometrists-
at established places of business.
—Kentucky Association of Op.
tometrists. Incorporated.
For earaehe, toothache, paine,
burns, scalds, sore throat, try
tie% Thomas' Eclectic Oil, a/
sideficlid remedy for 'e'mergen-
cies.
Nate Abut Ligitaiiig.
The fear of' being struck by
lightning is both a very real and
a very sensible fear. But light-
ning can be avoided like all oth-
er evils, says the Philadelphia
Inquirer, It will strike in cer-
tain places and will not strike in
other places. There are reasons
for its behavior in both cases/
for nature never operatts by
chance.
A steam engine or a railroad
coach is as safe as any place in
the world as far as _lightning is
concerned. No otte(hatitver been
struck by lightning while ha, was
aboard a train. J ere, being one of eleven boys
The business rart of a city and two girls. He was a broth-
likewise is never struck by light-
ning. Neither are the skyscrap-
ers ever hit. It is a matter of
record that insurance companies
never have any losses from light.
fling striking any building with
metalic sides and framework of
iron and steel.
A steel battleship is also safe
from the bolt from the clouds, as
is a steel windmill tower. This
is because everyone of the ob.;
jects is its own lightning rod
and needs no further protection
than they can give themselves.
There is another list of things
which lightning will surely
strike. It will strike a country
house or a house in the outskirts
of a town. It likes to hit a barn,
church, school house, tree, stack
or animal, especially if it is near
a wire fence.
A* for house, the safest
place in a lightning storm is your
iron or brass bed. It is very
dangerous to stand near the bed
because you are taller than the
bed. The reason why you are
safe when lying on it is that the i
bed head and foot extend above
your head. The current will not
leave the bed to pass through
your body. The walls and floors
may be ripped to pieces, but you
will be safe as long as you lie
still in your bed.
Feather beds offer no protec-
tion whatever unless they lie on
a metal bed. If the bed is of
wood arid the springs are steel
the wood ()tithe bed may be split
to pieces, but you will neverthe-
less remain unharmed.
During the day the safest place
in a house is:in the center of a
room, provided there is sisters
near.
Con trary to popular opinion it
makes to di fret e ce whether
doors or windows are open or
closed. Lightning can get in
under any circumstances if it
wants ,to.
River Hills.
/ Mrs. Daisy Evans is leowly re-
covering from a general compli-
cation of dieases followed by ty-
phoid fever.
Uncle G. D. Parker, of this
section, passed away a few days
ago at the age of 74.- He was
the last of that fathily of Park.
er of N. A. Parker, of Cherry,
and J. A. Parker, of Murray,
both having preceded him. The
community loses a good neighbor
and citizen.
Mr. John Childers has moved
to his big fine tobacco patch to
live for a while. He has nearly
ten acres of the brag tobacco.
The protracted meeting at Rus-
sells Chapel closed Friday night.
The community enjoyed some
good sermons—Your Uncle Fzra.
State of Ohio, city of To4ado.
} as.
- • _ Lucas county- . _
Frank J. Cheney Makes oath that
he is senior partner at the Orin of
F. J. Cheney & Co., doh g r esti
In the city of Toledo, county and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay tire sum of ONE HUN-
DRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure. FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to bofore me- Amid- - etibeosib-
ed in my presence. this 6th day of
December A. D. 181343.
A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
(Seal)
)re Catarrh Cure is taken in-
ternally, and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimon4als free
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, CO.
Sold by all druggist. 7,1c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
For Sale.—Grist mill and corn
crusher; complete outfit with 6.
horse power Fairbanks - Morse
gasoline engine. Everything is
nearly new and will sell at a bar-
gain. For terms and price ad-
dress R. Downs, Murray, Ky.
Miss Lucile Rawleigh. of Pa-
ducah, was the guest of Miss
Amanda Oury Wear the past
week.
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ONLY $2.25 EuRvz
MEMPHIS
Friday, August 18
OVER
N., C. & ST. L
LEAVE MURRAY 8:53 A. M.
Tickets will be good returning-on any regular pasieager trim
until and including train leaving Memphis at 12:44
p. Saturday, August IS, 1916.
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Illallaired al taw Ismailia*** Storms, Kentucky, fort
the liaalle se second ulaes matter.
-.1L••Ce
TISURAI,DA Y. l'tl Val' to
JUDO/ J. T. MAMMY,
The Melancholy end of the brilliant
-dearest of "Jack" Ilselerry is a ;mums
sot profound and untveival sorrow. There are many well advertisetreseas ware lesion. set only in
Ins hem, city *nil is the party that ell kidney remedies on the marhad hummed him with high °glee, "t , ket. but None so well recummen-aw en parts of Kentink gad In ,
rottr,--40d thee eiefility- -is- Dean-A-riotive of A!
hie iticceee 'meow largely through I Kidney Pills. Read the statessres Dem effOrt Ile surmounted oh-
merit of a resident of Paris.*tad en, overt. Ain e tit ffle I ti re. uncoil
Iot by a bisundlii and laudably atti• Mrs. J. J. Lowry, 312 Thrtnp-11•Itioft, idways Worming his dutio.•
lustb a fearless and conlielentious re • sun Mice. Paris, Tenn., PaYli:gard for law and Justice. Without -I suffered for years of weekIdle twat adv entwines. ateeomplished
!kidneys. Tne trouble started byware than most men do with the Itt-Y
beet eipportunitiee and main) a repute- having backache and I was weaktinn on th. bonch that will live after A ..
r . Often my back hurtWee troopers to tome. Ile *ma learned ants so
as the law. with • wonderful fund of so much that I could hardly bend.two keewletige repreeenting years ti A Ltteilluitenee Were common and Iat mte•liou• application to his books. ]
tie ...as Just and impartial in his rul- had dizzy spells, during whichslum He was learleea and faithful my sight blurred. The kidney' or doing him duty as he saw' it. He
ores. kind-hearted anti thoughtful of secretions were irregular in pas-the feeling+ of others and the hum. sags. Doan's Kidney Pills cur-bloat prisoner felt that he hail it
ed me and I haven't been troubl•trisiad on the honeh who would are
that he was fairly treated. His friends led since...
believed there were greater things
Price 51)c, at all dealers. Don't
ill store for Judge Ilennery, but his :
useful career Is r11410d in gloom it" simply ask for a kidney remedeygrav• is open to receive all that ;
was mortal of this upright man and -- get Doan's Kidney Pills -- thejettge. -11opkinaville Kentuckian. same that cured Mr.Lowry F0111-
' ter-Milburn Co., Propis., ButTaloilThe republican primary held
is the Ftrst congressional dis.! N. •
trict last Saturday was marked
for its "tameness." Only a very !
denting on the sorghums, offer theems of the city about two weeks!+ There was an 411-day -singing .-fellniclair ffiloo-110114 lite -ate- Milian'.---41111101* -The weedi litilristind -al (1 at McCuiston school house Sun- non and storage of grain sorghums:,jileft)W, a menace to the life and day and a Very lime crowd at• I Harvesting.ihessith of the -community. There; wine& mr.-- ,-juider d-id -ynnie—rh*. igraiwsnighuill- clop is -es
is a taw requiring property edithintithre.e general %Rya It Is cut°wn'', fine singing and everyone pres- w lei I.( corn binder, or r headed withides to destroy weeds and it can ent seemed to have a most de. the l kat .11nary grainSe enforced.
New Concord.
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EITZESTING AND STORING OF SORGHUMS
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Growing Sorghum.
•
. 4111Temired to' the Kited slam. Depart- atems, do not pack tialitly together.fight vote was cut and resulted, As I have not seen anything mem of Aartenhure.) The kali!. heads are more slang or, andits the nomination of Hon.- • As moldy or wormy beads, or mustyG. from New Concord for quite a, the straight -steni-la sVII- Often anti-Prontice Thomas, of Trigg come- lapel 11M-deft I w;,uld just we', be palatable to stre k any more than ..1.11911:11, nt
rgloinn grain wilt nut 
Juicy when the grain Is ripe
.111•1 ttitoitl,i.eat, there-ty. who defeated Thos. Hazelip, if the good "Old Reliable" 
...;7.1,4' corn or oats In the same condition. fore iwrhpens 
more
in ii ii
these graites Is very Iniportatit to the 
li••aded kpatir or ni illo may.. he sold
""'!'" - the proper Iturve;t1tig and storing of'of Paducah. It bodes good when publish a letter from here.even the republican party refus- 
Health is reasonably good but grower who Is to nail then% Or ne.a 
fell in the head, or the heads may
°- I think everybody would feel bet; 
on his own farm. If the grains uro 
or toi
ground into heed chops, or they
may he threelied and only the grain
ea to endorse the candidacy f
tektch an individual as Haz..!lip. • . intentitild for murky, It is obvious that- ter if it would come a good rain, to brim( the best prIcee ttley must be 
used. The' threshed grain should.:flornas received a majority of 
brought to Market in as nearly prime 
never be fed whole, but Rielly% groundThe meeting at the Cherry condition as Is poemiblit. 
tnarshly. In which form it is knoen
...about 200 in Calloway county.
, Baptist church has just clotted. ! ' In Farmers' Iltillenn Nia. -Cite. "Uses 
as kelt' or mile chops.
, espet !ally thotie who liave been Flue 
One of the problems In connection
Storing.
A final warning to cut the ' There were some splendid ser; of Surgliiiin -Grain." the cereal experts.. ,weeds was given property own• mons preached. !
• header, or it is headed by hand.llightful time.
. . ... - I . _That ataaajil•--ltaand tatty- to MI litThat the state - 1/1811ft-flee -MT. '-'---G-raVei Neal, one- Of ' our very the bundle or shocked and beetled
later in thifiteason or as neZled. Feed-'lag board is unalterably opposed popular young men, surprised
'tea any raise in tatee, for which his many friends by bringing 
a ottnetlyinatsitii•abu
nii:lairntuesnuuaniti•e rationisP r t: c t i cfeodrepresentatives of the insurar,ce bride home with him two weeks t.ioreei not at work or cattle ̀ mit pror
4..xxiapanies are contending, was ago. His wife was Miss Flos- dut•Ing milk or tieing fattened for mar-
the statemert made by Chairman ! ale Haneline, daughter of Mr. het', One problem in the handling ofN. 0. Gray at Frankfort last Billie Ilaneline and wife, of near grain sorghum when the crop Is head-night. Coldwater. ell is the proper curing and storage
. of the heads. Usually, these headsThe stork viaitaLthe hone, ine  ere litttrwri out in long, shatiow 1---illes, Jim Lewis last Friday and left a to cure, if the crop is at all green
' fine girl ard all Jim does row is or if it is wet from recent rains.We are having, some nice rains' say "By 0 Baby." but papa Jim 
This is a satisfactory way of curing
and corn and tobacco are looking don't care if the boat orever 
a:nrefanvootramble weather and if the piles
ado too large.tine.
I 
lands, just so his girl is not on it. If the crop is fully mature and thorTosco Lamb and wife went to I Miss Lillian Michaux is--;visit- 
odui rseheity 
to
oryt 
the
ehe 
granary 
may ychieb.h aTulheicts
411e river last Friday and came! ing relatives in Mayfiele this can be done more 'sayfely In theeaseback Sunday. They report a nice" week. . of mil° and feterita than In the case
I Miss Treva Michaux. of May- 
ornfilok,atiweiniThe short, broad heads of
time. 
-
CharlieSt d M' Belle! their somewhat crooked
Route 6.
ty and was of vast benefit to
readily If not carefully handled. Ex. ̀Stores.
vessive moisture content is probably corn and tobacc.) crops. The rainthe most common cause of damage. Regular meeting of MurraY was accompanied by quite an el-
field, who has been visiting rei-Waters went to Tennessee Sun- 
atives and friends here the past HINTS FOR THE POULTRYMAN TREES PLANTED IN THE FALL
clay and were mat red. 
month has returned home. WeI. T. Crawford and family ! regretted very much to see herstarted for the Mammoth Cave leave.
Tuesday in his car. !hey will 
The meeting at -Sulphurbe absent one week. 
Springs begins the second Sun-Mrs. R. A. King is still im- !day. Large crowds are expected&amyl og slowly, to attend.
A little boy of Delmus Jones Rev. Shelton ard wife visitedwas taken very ill or diptheria their daughter, Mrs. Geo. Colis.feast Friday night, but is better the past week and attended theat. present.—Green Horn.
_ I
I 
meeting at Cherry.
Second Ueuf. Harry Walker, The Concord school is getting
along nicely. Mr. Guy Mont-
t-3m L, K. N. G., sattioned at Ft.
Timm as. came .111 Wkdnesday gomery and--Miss Meadow _
ninon to remain Trir seven days, 'the teachers.--lited Eye. ...• . 7
eistring wtech time he will re- / c• •t ning pries provoke profanityctrutt new mot lers for his corn- ,but profanity won't removepiny. Lieut. Walker gives gla
Fifteen Practical Suggestions on Gars Better Growth the First Summer Than
of Eggs and Attention Necessary Those Planlled In the Spring
for the Flock. and Winter.
Trees and shrubs planted in
1. Do not keep mongrel stock.
Z. Do not allow the nests to become fall make a better growth the
summer than those planted In
filthy.
3. Separate the laying hens from the winter and spring. This is a fact
has long been known by tree planters.
sit4tinugathheenrs.
the eggs at least every Investigations by the Missouri experi-day, better twice a day during very ment station show that the growth
of a tree set In the fall is better than
I 
wa5rm
' 
Keep
patahlel re. gip
' 23 to 100 per cent.
in a dry., cool, well that of one Set in the spring by fromvecntiplaotedootplakeee.
p-eggs In a .kitchen The chief reasons for thin differ-
ent' e in favor of early planting are the
near Naetivreer of 
wash eggs. 
keigngds.. as •Its_
spoils solid packing the soil around the roots
111"1211=ketil-Wt-i S. Do not egtgless."rase coutit.4 surfaces. !loth these are essential as
- and the early eallousing of the cut
but demand that your eggs be candled, preliminaries to growth. Buds on9. It 'is best to market the eggs spring-planted trees swell before theevteogyrthreleotdamy
that have loses no time, but as a matter of factthem. Doan's i;intment is re- beer. plated in an incubator and can- growing cannot really begin till the
market  tw aergIngswelai t 
roots start. and seemingly the tree
triowing account of affairs at 'T 
roots have started They must send
ing or rrotruding piles. '5-c at 
died out.
11, po not niarket small. Inferior up to the trunk and branches sap, and
commended for itching, blecd-rhomas and states that all Mur-
azdAtitty.t.,••••i.f..:Ac diis kind at home, this can be done only when roots have
Mem_beranf the gampany are
tine health and seem to be en-  . houid. he Out away from anythint _eral supply of sap may be fm-niehed-tesiaytek ainry-lifee He says that • such as oil, onions or any material from below to replenish that stored
;Ordered tO the Mexican border 
 Ii USIA 
that hsaes;
flock as soon as the hatching season is Therefore it is well to plant trees as
rsa7tItfreedmearle birds from the ward with- the coming of swine.
In the tree which tends to flow up-
lithe Keatucky contingent will be
For Sprainsa.arneness.
Sores, t uts, Rheumatism 
qualitv. such as those aerured from .the narserlea-Southland F''armer.
•
els soon as the regiments are re-
.°'irs. Eggs that are of questionable can be had In good condition front
early in the fait and wtnter-s--. they-cirsaiti.-d to the To-aired strength.
.1Lieut. Wa'ker brings the news
Penetrates and Heals. 
stolen nests. ought not to be ma:ketea I 
...,
• Meat Joe Matt Wheeier. trumpet- 
Unprofitable Practices.
i Ilsifsrewsh,
ap a` bank account by saying money
heogngst.aktn-g-imegs,to market tt It does not pay to attempt to lay
'•Nr 4of Co. L. recE.-nUy rejected -on Stops Pain At Once.
amount of defective teet.s. now ' For Man and Beast 
Is better to keep them covered rathrr
that should be expended in feeding
'Ms a full set of incisors and rno- 25c..50c..$1. At All Dealers. 
than' to expose them to the sun's rays.
the live stock or withholding it from -----
_ - • - •
•
lairs and can mast#atehard1ack
ass well as atlysregblar in Uncle
=lama's army.
R.
Was Weasels
AVOID MISATKES,
•
*All the use of these grains is in the
Mote of the beetle oeothreshed grain
or one. Like corn, they may get
out of condition and beeome damaged
Hood, Fain & Hood
Lumber Company
% Located at the Old D. W. Dick
  Stand Near Rowlett's-- Factp
f
All Kinds of Building Material, Lumber
Builders' Hardware, Paints, Etc.
We relieve we Can Save You Money.
We Know we will Treat You Square.
BOURBON HOG CHOLERA REMEDY
Prevent. shit Curet
CHOLERA, WORMS, COUGH, THUMPS.
it &wort &sea.* gem*, reititeles the loo•els, side diestioa mut
cause• Mee to I•ttett on. lily. I me it th• Ired and drink and yo•
Aoltie will never has* • holeic 0•111 only •v. a 111011.11 for cai h hagDon't wait until they pet lg. Perin it., vow 314. thit.""d" 'elmew and keep them Ire. from worms and alintr•••• At .A•Lagnfiglialat
BOURBON Rusin company. C•aladlea.
Sold in Murray by H. D. THORNTON:
---
Miss Dona Camphell, daughter
of Mitett Carnpbell
aged 22 trit put, .tlied last Sat-.
tirday at the home of Ben Cara-
%ay. a few miles east of the
city, after a ling!e,ring illness of
voisumptioli. She, was a well
known young lady a had many ;
friends who are krievc to learn ;
of her death. The bur I took ;
pla:c Sunday in the &An ear.
ant Grove. c..e_r_n_e_t_e_r_y after fun
at services by Rev. Mack Pool.
Natey Bogard, ',son of Taylor •
Bogard, west of the city, and t.
apenal cars la-14pt taken.' Crilrs_i_ajoit :jubie Leelh, of near --Hael 1a , bins used for storing the heads . vzel were united in marriage lastsiaatis 'be well ventilated. They ' ' - -
Sunday in Paris, Rev. .J. C.sbould-beoexamined from tenth to time
btlielmogakdeamsuargeetdhauty
tIllieeniteinngte. 
Rudd, of 010 city, saying 'the ; ',1!: If you.vcaMs to) not
The grain should always be allowed
hate inn ny ft len stii_u_k_ CakveaY 4,to In/ •ete, thoroughly _cured  before
threshlng a high percentage of the tionti and wishes for a long life. '*grain Is cracked. Cracked grain will 
t
- tert-mony. iloth bride and pr
,
-rewenie;oe,
o 
.44.0"11121441telltionb
Aunt Carolina Hombuckle, col-
ored, died the first of the week
at her home on the east side of
the county at about 80 )ears of
age. She was a well-known dar-
00001'0$00000•000110.00000110
1
th-res urr or erIncling. ln ordinary to xte.id happiest elongraitilii.
absorb moisture end spoil more read-
ily than whole grain. Great care
should be taken to crack as little as
possible In threshing. The proportion
of cracked kernele can be much de-
creased by reducing the spool of the
An additional excellent I
feature of our opt:cal
Cena•ii.ceeBLitchi(a):‘7;.NgItlitss:
th fir both eyes,: ,r4
an e,"face" fectly 2
giasees that are 11,
oom
...lhe_zatepito cient;tie. thor-
cugh teStS by a competenti
Tibla n
them here.
COltRECT 'GLASSE ON. .1i.
LY-the other kind ver *
; leave our establishment.
i*
ORVIS C WELLS
_OPIOMETHIST---
cylinder or by removing_mt of the - 
ky and hail many frier-I-4W among
• 0
*it
concaves. 
I teetee-***-0**••••Oeteoteeeteetoetoete•selkte _ _The grain shouhrbe thoroughly dry both races in the county.
before being stored In bins and it
should be watched while storage con- Most disfiguring ski a erUp- , The long heated and dry ape! IMotes The average moisture content lions, scrofula, pimples, rashes, was broken Monday night v:henof sorghum grain is not as high as etc., are du" to _impure blood. 'a general rain fell throughout
that of corn. This is due partly, per-
haps, 
when
 to its being pi oducid In dii, 44:1-Burdock Rood Bitters as a
heavy in many parts of the coun-
cleansing blood tonic, is well:
contene is above normal they will heat recommendcd, V.' t.) at al 1
the
first
the
that
, any drug store. 12. Eggs readily ,absorb odors and Taken hold of the earth so that te lib-
lodge, F. & A. M., Saturday
night. A full attendauce is de-
sired.
Shoe Shop for Sale.
I I am cffering my shoe repair-
ing shop in Murray for sale. I
have a modern shop in every re-
spect, equipped with electrically
driven outfit. It is conveniently
located and sell building or
rent to purchaser of shop. Best
stand in Western Kentucky with
large patronage. Am selling to
enable me to take a much need-
ed vacation. Price and terms to
interested persons on applica-
tion. Lee Lucas, Murray, Ky.
ectrical storm, during which
time the home of Mrs. Laurai 
Brown, of this city, was struck
by lightning, resulting in only
'weeks or more "this section has
slight damage. For the past to
experienced one of the warmest •
spells ever kn9wn and the rain
and change for cooler Monday
;night came as a great relief to
both man and beast.
-
One wiy to remove habitual
constipation is to take regularly
a mild laxative. Doan's Regu- •
lets are recommended tor this
purpose. '2-5c a box at all drugstores.
• . 1 
• 
141. EN
- 
• kiss" same people Assoc.- -
. stop
- um ridge your work horses and
bliYina. Haying horses is what
Rai Your Week Horse&
scruh•Male are two practices that do
Stinting young stock and keeping a
lie purchasing of a well-bred Male.
•
I
1111a1111117711=211frrtztrtra 11111,==areLoemeelorree.
Lame Back
orryr,a,7,a4;.•;',ri:1 ,7uri:Vencvanlitiewiqtklis.even get about to amount to anything. Fur quick tend. ap_ey.
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Eggs 1tte this week at Bucy
•
Miss Evelyn Trevathan was
the guest of Mimi Ruth Strew, of
Benton, the past week.
Leonard Holt, of Breokporti
Ill., was in the city Sunday aad
Month), the guest of (glom'''.
Warree Mit, of Memphis,
out the past week in the city
tWe pied of his mother.-Mmlott
Farley.
Henry Thornton, Jr.. arrived
home from Houlder, Colorado,
where he has been residing the
past two years.
Dick Miller and Biwman Clan.
tan left Friday morning for lk-
troit, Mich., where they have
accepted employment.
Mrs. I. T. Kijk and children,
of Paris, hare been the guests
of her parents, E. S. Dluguid
and wife, the past week.
Master Will Merritt, of Jack.
son, Tenn., spent the past week
In the city the guest of his
grandfather, A. M. Wear,
B. F. BerfY and family left
the first of the week for Bullard
county where they/will spend the
next two weeks on the lakes fish-
ing.
Geo. 0. Gatlin and wife left
Tuesday for Stewart county,
Tenn., where they will !mend the
week with relatives of -Mr. Gat-,
lin.
Mrs. N. N. McKee] is a patient
in the Murray Surgical Hospital
where she underwent an opera.
tion Tuesday morning of this
week.
Lost.—On t st ets the Pait
week, a-bieast made of a ten
dollar gold co Will pay a re.
ward for it n. —Mrs. 
vie
Nan-
Furgus n.
• Mrs. Willie Linn and claugh-
Ns. ter. Miss Evelyn: left the past
week for Oklahoma where they
will spend several weeks the
guests of relatives.
p? Was Mary Kennedy, daughter
of It _V___Kennedy, of Murray. is
visiting her. uncle and family,
Mr. George Combs, for a few
days. —H ard i n Enterprise.
Farm for Sale.— Four farms
ranging in size from 80 to 260
acres, all adjoining. A bargain
if taken now.—R. L. Hart, own-
er, Hazel, itt:-2: mor
•
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton \Tesler
have returned to their home in
Paducah after spending the past
week with their cousins, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Luter, and family.
Miss Della Cunningham, who
has been making Hardin her
home for several years, has sold
out and moved back to Trigg
county to reside.—Hardin Enter-
prise.
R. Y. Shoemaker, guard at the
yville prison, has been as-
aIgnól to guard a detail of pris-
oners recently sent to Belle coun-
ty where they will be employed
in the building of roads.
Dr. Cleret\Ellis, Miss Ermine
Ellis and Miss Nina Paschall re-
turned home last Saturday via
St. Louis from a three weeks'
visit to relatives in Mountain
se grove and Springfield, Iklo,
For Sale.-60 acre farm 1 mile
west of Almo on rural route; 40
acres fresh land; good house of
3 rooms; good stables, good frame
barn: good water: 45 acres in
cultivation, balance in timber.
Will sell this place at a bargain
as I own another farm. Call on
or write W. M. Thcmason, Almo,
Rt. 2, for price and terms. 81012'
AGH CHIMEN
ever receive the balance of food
to sufficiently nleir both body and
brain during the growing period when
nature's demands are greater than in
mature life. This is shown in so many
pale faces, lean bodies, frequent colds,
and lack of amtitiln.
For all such children we say with 1
unmistakable earnestness: They nAted
Scott's Emulsion, soil need it now. It
possesses in concentro.4 form the very
food elements to enrich their blood. It
changes sissaknese to strength: it makes
thcla sturdy and ftrong. No alcohol.
" sum 111.0Mt. siooseskei. sc. J.°
Bucv•Broe. will pay 15e trade
fur frying chickens this week. 2'
His. B. M. Berry and little
daughter, blaurino, have return-
ed to their home in Oaktun, Ky.,
after spending the past several,
weeks with her parents, Mr, and
Mrs. Charles Later,
The meeting which has been
In progresest the First CIA*.
tian church the past twenty distil
cinie to a close Thureday night
of this week, About A rty addt
tions to the church resulted.
' Elder Jew, B. Hardman, of
endereon, Tenn., will begin
protracted meeting at Cross
Hoods, une-halC mile west 0f 1
Stella, on Friday night before
the third SunditY. August 18.
Mrs. C. A. Hood is spending
some time in Dawson, having
left here laid Friday afternoon.
Mr. Hood and Mr. Will Tolley
returned home from Dawson last
Saturday where they speut about
ton days.
Arthur Farmer left 'Monday
morning for Detroit, Mich.,
where he will be-employed in an
automobile factory. Of course
Arthur will be welcomed by the
large Murray delegation already
in Detroit.
Members of Hazel Grove, W.
0.W.Circle, will unveil the mon-
ument of Mrs. Frank Brown the
third Sunday in August at Zion
Grove cemetery near Boydsville.
All members-of the W.
and circles are requested to at-
tend the services.
Mrs. 0. J. Jennings returned
home Tuesday at noon from Mis-
souri where she was called on
account of the illness and death
of her father. She was accom-
panied home by Mrs. E. J. Jen-
nings and grand (laughter, Miss
Flenor Halton, whowill be here
for several weeks the guests of
0. J. Jennings and family.
Harvey Workman, of El Paso,
Tex" arrived in Murray last
Friday to spend the next fifteen
days the guest of relatives in the
city and county. Harvey is a
former Calloway boy but for the
put eight years has been resid-
ing in the far western city. 'He
ilia city mail carrier and has
been on one route for seven
years, during that time he has
only missed carrying the mail
four days.
Attorneys J. H. Coleman, Joe
Lancaster, N. B. Barnett, I. H.
Keys, W.. 41., Jones, R. T. Wel
Gaston Pool; Sheriff W. A. Pat-
terson, Deputy Sheriff Ira Fox
and Frank Miller; J. A. Edwards
and T. R. Jones attended the
funeral and burial of Judge J.
T. Hanbery at Hopkinsville Tues-
day afternoon. They made the
trip in automobiles and returned
home Wednesday morning.
This issue of the Ledger con-
tains a financial statement of the
receipts and expenditures of the
funds of Calloway county as
shown by settlements with the
county treasure.. for the past two
years. The delay in publishing
the first statement was occasion-
ed by the loss of the copy of the
original settlement by the print-
er and no blame is attached to
the fiscal court. These two state-
ments should receive the careful
reading of the taxpayers and
then should be filed for reference.
The statements will be found
commencing on page eight and
continued on the second section
of this issue.
A mass meet'ng will be held
here Saturday afternoon in the
court house, at Which time live-
stock matters will be discussed.
A representative of this depart-
ment of the N., C. & St. L. Rail-
way Company, also a represen-
tative of the state agricultural
department will be present. Ev-
ery farmer of the county should
attend this meeting, at which
time some definite action will be
taken regarding the purchase of
a number of the best breeds of
beef and dairy stock. Come out
and hear this important subject
discussed by competent men and
lend your assistance in the 
. 
fur-
ther development of this great
iT dustry in Calloway county.
t -
-
-1`
1,I1N Pommies Feud.
Says the Dover, Tenn., ("our-
ler While soma negro girl.
were picking blackberries in the
coaling near Bear Spring they
raked something with their feet
that they first thought were gun
wads, but on closer examinatien
they were found to be pennies.
_By scratching the lowed away
and sifting the dirt a little they
picked up 1 200. The latest date
found on thcm is It)01.
• Mr. Levi Hart brought them
tralover Manday and -deposited
them In a bank. Mr. hart said
they were still digging and look-'
Log for more and finding a few.
They are supposed to have be-
longed to the old Stewart Coun-
ty Bank and were taken out by
the burglars who blew the safe
ot that bank in 1902. It is thot
that they found them in a sack
and carried them to the coaling
before they discovered that they
were pennies instead 'of more
valuable coin and threw them
away because they were too cum-
beraome for their value.
Salem Neighborhood Neer.
Health is not very good in this
vicinity.
Aunt Callie Clark is on the
sick list.
• Hardy Adams ()-
Baby." Its a plow boy at his
home.
Wit Stone has a NOW -girl at
his home.
Miss MirY:flititiTine Af-di Ace
Howard, Miss Flossie Haneline
and Graves Neal, Miss Belle Wa-
ters and Charlie Stone all eloped
to.Crouland the past week and
were married. We wish them a
long and happy life.
Several people from this place
went to Bell City last Wednesday
to a big Sunday school picnic.
All carried their dinner and re-
port a nice time. •
Miss Annie Whitley 'is righL
sick at present.—`Geresahripper. stock. This firm has a very fine
a.
room, provided there is no stove
strick—byti 
near.Now is the time that your hens
will :noult or shed their feather.. Tlie tsar of belie' Contrary to popular opinion it
ele4.-Vair r4,11.411r.
MBER
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Let us figure with you on that bill of
Lumber, whether for repairs or new
building. Screen doors, wire, paint.
Anything for building Ourposes.
Hughes & Irvan Lumber Co.
-CMCKCE63X1-13M011111
Get Rudy.
This process is rather slow and makes no diffetence whether
High Prices Will Con;inue.
g n ng IF both a very realan doors or windows are open or
a very sensible fear. But light- closed. Lightning can get in
ning can be avoided like all oth- under any circumstances if It
er evils, save the Philadelphia wants to.
Inquirer. It will strike in cer-
tain places and will not strike in
other places. There are reasons
for its behavior in both cases,
for nature never operates_13/
Land for Sale. chance.
A steam engine or a railroad
coach is as safe as any place_in
the world as far as lightning is
concerned. No one hes.ever_beut
struck by lightning while he was
aboard a train.
The business part of a city
likewise is never struck by light-
ning. Neither are the skyscrap-
ers ever hit. It is a matter of
record that insurance companies
never have any loses from light,
ning striking any building with
metalic sides and framework of
Narsery.Stock.—I am the lo- iron and steel.
cal teprsentative of the Vienna, A steel battleship is also safe
Ill., Nursery and can supply your from the bolt from the clouds, as
meads by all kinds of--nursery
Because the population of the -
United States is growing rapidly
and production of meat is not-
keepihg pace high meat prices
probably will continue indefinite-
ly says a government agent.
The available supply of meat
in this country would be much
greater they say were it not for
enormous losses caused by
disease and exposure. It is es-
timated 1.475,000 cattle die an-
nually from disease and a mil-
lion and a half from exposure. and circulars sent free. —John because you are taller than the
Seven million hogs died of chol
era in 1914. 
- A. Sheehan; R. D. No. 4, Fal-
834' 
bed. The reason why you are
mouth. Ky. safe when lying on it is that the
nature should be assisted. B. A.
Thomas' Poultry Remedy will
help your hens to moult causing
them to shed earlier and be ready
to lay when eggs are highest in
the winter. If this remedy does
not make good, we will. Sexton
Bros.
200 acres, near Buchanan,
Tenn.; price $3,500; two settle-
ments": would sell either or both.
(looertrelr-orcbarti_gtock -barn
and tobacco barn On each place.
Notice, 100 acres Of this for $1,-
100, well improved, plenty }Anise
room, 'three brick chimneys,
plenty timber; this place is most-
ly upland and is partially broken.
For information address T. J.
Sanders, Buchanan, Tenn., R.
F. D. 1. 7274"
Points About Lightsiag.
In 1914 and 1915 this country
imported more fresh chilled and
frozen beef and mutton than it
exported.
As Appreciation.
We want to thank the good
people of Murray for their kind-
ness to our mother during her
long illness in their midst.
The big hearted sympathy and
friendliness shown us in this
great sorrow, the loss of our mo-
ther, will be a fondly cherished
memory in the years to come.
We deeply appreciate the ten-
der care and nursing, the kind
visits and messages from friends,
everything that was done for her
comfort and happiness, and the
last sweet service lingers, an in-
spiration and sweet benediction
in our lives. Gratefully yours,
The Head Brothers.
While in bathing on the Ken-
tucky side of the river Sunday
afternoon a well known Metrop-
lis, Ill., belle had the luck to
have all her clothing stolen.
When the young lady had finish-
ed her swim she was horrified to
find her clothing missing anu
was forced to return home clad
only in her bathing suit. A num-
ber of friends were taking a
swim at the time.' Unless she
had on more summer clothing
when she went to the river than
!s uss ary worn by-the Hopkins-
ville girls she didn't suffer a
very heavy lees. —K en tuckian.
is a steel windmill tower. This"
is because everyone of the a-
line of two year old stock of ap- ijects is its own lightning rod
ples and peaches at 20c and oth-. and needs no further protection
en fruits accordingly cheap.. In than they can give themselves,
ornamental shrubery of every There is another fist of things
land' theymake a speCialtY• -4t•tvr-t-wh1ch— - lightning will--'-surely'
thing you need they have and I strike. It will strike a country
will appreciate your order.—J.
C. Broach, Murray, Ky. 7276 
hopse or a house in the outskirts
of a town. It likes to hit a barn,
Sweet Clover Seed. church, school house. tree, stack
or animal, especially if it is near
Direct from grower. White a wire fence. -
and biennial yeliew:_hulled_ an.d+__ As for _a_  hnii‘P, the
unhulled. Special scarifield seed place in a lightning storm is your
for fall sowing. Also-pure sweet !iron or brass bed. It is very
clover extracted honey. Prices, dangerous to stand near the bed
For Sale. — 50-acre farm 6 miles
north of Murray on Almo and
Kirksey road; 3-room dwelling,
6 stall stables, 2 new tobacco
barns, good water, good orchard,
15 acres in timber; land all fresh
and in fine state of cultivation;
17 acres in grass. Terms and
price on application to R. L.
Jackson, Almo, Rt. 2. 7278'
Founder Never Results
when Farris' Colic Remedy is
used for it does not contain op-
iates which constipate, but is
laxative in its action. It is drop-
ped on the horse's tongue—cures
by absorption. We sell it on the
money back plan. -Sexton Bros.
— For Sale. —47-acre farm. _well
improved and in high state of
cultivation, located 6 miles north
of Murray; 5-room house, other
improvements good, fine water,
good young orchard, 7 acres in
timber, 34 acres in grass. For
terms and price, see or write A.
S. Blalock, Almo, Rt. 2. 72712*
Waning.
Kentucky is being invaded by
peddlers who go from house to,
house pretending to fit glasses.
The public is warned to buy
gleases only, from optometrists
at established places of business. 1
—Kentucky Association of Op-;
tometrists. Incorporated.
For earache, toothache, pains,
burns, scalds. sore 'throat. try
Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil, a
splendid remedy_ for emergen- 0
eke.
bed head and foot extend above
your head. The current will not
leave the bed to pass through
your body. The walls and floors
may be ripped to pieces, but you
will be safe as long as you lie
still in your bed.
Feather beds offer no protec-
tion whatever unless they lie on
a metal bed. If the bed is of
wood and the springs are steel
the wood of the bed may be split
to pieces, but you will neverthe-
less remain unharmed.
During the day the safest place
in a house is:in the center of a
River Hills.
Mrs. Daisy Evans is e!owly re-
covering from a general compli-
cation of dimes followed by ty-
phoid fever.
-Uncle G. D. Parker, of this
section, passed away a few days
ago at the age of 74. _Ifit "On
the last of that family of Park.
era, being one of eleven boys
and two girls. He was a broth-
er of N. A. Parker, of Cherry,
and J. A. Parker, of Murray,
both having preceded him. The
community loses a good neighbor
and citizen.
Mr. John Childers has moved -
to his big fine tobacco patch to
live for a while. He has nearly
ten acres of the brag tobacco.
The protracted meeting at Rus-
sells Chapel elated Friday night.
The community enjoyed some
good sermons—Your Uncle Ezra.
State of Ohio, city of Toiado.
Lures county
FrablrJ. Cheney makes eau, that
he is penior partner' of we firm of
a-cce;-- doh-g trrtn is
In the city of Toledo, county ,and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUN-
DRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure. FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscrib-
ed in my presence:ill-4 TUE day of
December A. D. 18813.
(Seal) A. W. GLEASON.
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in-
ternally, and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, CO.
Sold by all druggist.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
For Sale.—Gristmill and corn
crusher; complete Outfit with 6.
horse power Fairbanks • Morse
gasoline engine. Everything is
nearly new and will sell at a bar-
gain. for terms and price ad-
dress R. Downs, Murray,, Ky.
Miss Lucile Rawleigh, of Pa-
ducah, was the guest of Miss
Amanda Oury Wear the past
week.
0111001111110411.0111.04110011111104111NO 04111001111100111004.011110011110041110
ONLY $2.25 "CREPT%
MEMPHIS
Friday, August 18
OVER
C.,& ST. L
LEAVE MURRAY- 8:53 A. M.
Tickets will be good returaing-on any regular pastenger trait
until and including train leaving Aempkis at 12:40
e. Saturday. August 11, 1916.
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UGH! CALOMEL MAKES YOU SICK! 'TRAINING TODAY'S '
CLEAN LIVER AND BOWELS MY WAY BOYS AND GIRLS
Just Onoel Try "Clodson's Liver Tone" When Bilious, Condi.
pated, Headaohy—Don't Lose a Day's Work. ,
tfh your sluggish liver' riali
dee and cheerful; make your work a
pleasure; be vfitorous and full of am-
bition. Hut take no nasty, danger-
ous calomel, because it makes you
leek and you may lose a day's work.
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver,
which causes necrosis of the bones.
Calomel crashes Into sour bile like
dynamite. breaking It up. That's
when you feel that awful nausea and
*ramping.
Listen to me! If you want to enjoy
the nicest, gentlest liver and bowel
cleansing you ever esperienced just
take a spoonful of harmless Godson's
Liver Tone. "' Your druggist or dealer
sells you a)50 cent bottle of Dodson's
Liver Tone under my personal money-
The Backward Lever.
ietilliiking I Quill 'list, mid gun
find help tight this 0114'111Y, W14.10W
Itelf1111, ehe was a
blushful Politer fur the widowat hntid.
"Fnilli, then, it's a ;emir meter you'll
melte."
"‘Vhat do you menu?"
"Oh, nothing. Only n man oho
keeps sin ion it middy for yteirs
oitlisout pleck siesiugh Ii, epetik his
mind !moil the of on etiger Itu
hiiins."—Itehti,huuil hi Sunday Iferitill.
READ THIS FROM A
is PROMINENT 'RAILROAD MAN
Kr. John W. Hager Fuel Inaperter of
the N. ISt. 1, ty., living at Woe.
Carlisle Narhville, Tenn., writes: "During
the fall of 1914 I had the grippe for six
weelot •nd had three doctors,. Otte bottle
of LunoVite did me -more good than, all
of the medicine thi.y had given me. Last
winter my little boy had the whooping
cough and we thought he would never be
%tell again. We Used everything we could
think of, with no mutts, %told we used
Lung-Vita. after :toting this medicine he
is well and hardy Anil his never been both•
ered any Inure. WT. %gold not be with
out it in our house. Coe Lung-Vita for
constenotion, asthma, centehe rrotip,
anil *beeping cough. If your dealer does
not have it send $1.75 for a thirtyday
treatment today. •Nnshville Medicine Co..
Dept. I', Nashville._ Tenn. Adv.
Too Weak.
"Whnt did the malinger go and tine
lied (*nose) fur?"
"For talking lock is. the umpire."
"Gee Whillikens! Why, all Red
done was to Call him a thief mei a
mid tell Ilia to go mei get his
eyes exiimitiesil. That ain't nuthise to
tine ii Mats for!"
"It ain't, hey? Well, the manager
timid a guy dist can't pull 1.41 better
Muff time Mut hail better keep lies
mouth mhut."—MInneupolis Journal.
WHY HAVE CHILL* AND FEVER?
"Plantation" Chill Tonic is guaran-
teed and will do the work in a week.
Your money cheerfully refunded by
• dealers if it falls after giving it a
proper trial. Price 60c.—Adv.
•
No Objection.
1elft--"loi you object to my having
two huntlyeti 4144141esot ototoit epetelittg
money?" Ilusbatid—"Certuinly not, If
you find it anywhere."—Jusige.
What Her Smile May Mean.
When a girl smiles at vu .11 see other
thinks you are funny or is looking for
a favor.
Nothing Is calculated to jar a pretty
girl like the inameuline attentions be-
stowed upon another girl %alio is
homely.
Going It Too Hard
We are inclined nowadays to "go
It tax, hars1;" to overwork, worry,
eat and drink too much, and to
neglect our rest and sleep. This
tills the blood with uric acid. The
kidneys wenken ens! then Its a *Se
of backnehe, dizzy, nervous spells,
rheumatic palm; and distressing
urinary disorders. Don't wait for
V4 4 •rse troubles. Strengthen the
kidneys. Use Doan's Kidney Pills.
A Tennessee Case
B. V. Sublett. Box
2.21, Erwin. Ten n
says: -For nearly ten
year's, I suffered from
a constant, dull ache
and weakness in the
email of any back. My
limbs got stiff and
sore and the kidney
secretion, passed too
often, On a neighbor's
advice, I used Doares
Kidneer Pills and they
did me more good
than anything else I
had etest-esed. I have
taken them since with
tine results."
Get Dee.'... Awe Seem SOe • Wm
£F £-.'I PILLS
arowitir
FOSTEAAthatiaN co.. BUFFALO. f4. V.
Ea
"TI..,', Cure Is seassawied i.
Mop and permanently Were Omit
terrible Iteliteg. It Is com-
pounded far SAM purpose and
roar mosey will be promMly
Weeded without timeettots
g it 
fleet's Cure talAt to rare
Itelt,lersenta, Tette r, }Una Worm
Or any MID Queue. Me
the box.
Fee sato by all dreg stereo
er by mail from the
A. 9. illdirkiisikhe Ciao Skreal.TIL
beet gearaitts• Set each speastal
will clean your sluggish liver better
than a dose of nasty calomel and that
it won't make you sick.
Dodsott's Liver Tone Is real liver
medicine. You 11 know it neat morn-
ing, because you will wake up feel-
ing fine, your liver will be working,
your headache and dissiness gone,
your stomach will be sweet and your
bowels regular.
Dodson's Liver Tone is entirely
vegetable, therefore harmless and
cannot salivate. Oise It to your chi'.
dren Millions of people are using
Dodson's Liver Ton• instead of dan-
gerous calomel now. 'Your druggist
will tell you that the sale of calomel
Is almost stopped entirely here.—fidv.
A Feminine Egotist.
''l consulted it fortune teller the oth-
er day." said llte poor but proud y /nine
ttttt ti, "end Ow Itild me I aux in love
elth a beautiful heireitm, but she wotild
rioter merry me. It looks like I was
up module itl"
"I /II. !lot Ilet'enaltrtly," rebiltiesi the
fnir uiu.iId till Ito. other PIM of the
situ. "No femme teller has etor
liven nutteirtzeil to xi 11.11 It 11141,"
avoitioversooss. Peettnre ,nier• remowly(Ml) Kees Its sore. bowie remedy. rile
Iliseeirfe..bsts.W-1.11011Asesessait..Chisses
Waiting and Losing Time' Mean Notts.
Mg to the Child.
son that the chilli simnel learn first
of all In the [tooter of time end ap-
0)1111111110s.
But melting and "losing time" mean
nothing to the 41,114 until he hits
leurnial to sippreelate time fiir himself.
Iii thht ''the %loch um a marker of
time units In of great value We ap-
preciate time tin subetauce id life.
Ti. the child it Menne the eneiymetit
/if activities 111111 nellatliltillIM that tire
marked. not only by intetesity but :deo
lay durittlon.To enjoy the. garnets and
tile to-aiding told ,the . dreaming of
iireuttiss Is to live. To be able to meas-
ure the duration of these things, by not-
ing from time to.thite the piloting of
lin hour tor two. 111 to learn the value
41f minute,' In terms of how much lift.
the minutes can yield.
Petialtlea and reproofs; may direct
this- child's attention to the fact that
Htlulta attneh Nome --steniftratirre -
But they will not teach him to
evaluate time for himself. For this
he moat tinve guidance and toolstanee
of a pomitive kind.
Dog Whip for Wrong Doing.
The tniether of General tlergey,
Hungary, who has just loosed away
at the age  of ninety-nine, brought up.
her son on very Spartan principles.
.Speaking of her some time before
he died, the general said to one of
his friends:
"I was a sickly child, trial she con-
centrated mein nie her matt-real af-
fection 'with peculiar intensity. She
determined net to kill me by pam-
pering. One day, it- seems. I tswoote
ed. Thereupon she laid me nuked in
the snow outside the door. saying. 'If
he is to slit' be will die, but if he is to
live it will make hits strong.' I :sur-
vived and becatne strong.
"In my seventh year I remember
her, calling me one slay and guying.
'You are now old enough to know the
difference between right and wrong.
here is a pencil and a piece of patter.
When you do anythin_g that you know
to be wrong, make a mark on the
paper. At the end of the week bring me
the paper. This I did and received as
many cuts with the slog whip as there
were marks on the paper."
Gorgey spoke with the utmost af-
fection of his niother.
Good Little Willie.
With a "key1" and an aggravating
rattle. the scared dog shot around the
corner. a tin can hanging from the
end of its tall. -
The small boy-Ithe -bird —died the
COVETED BY ALL
but poeisessed by few a beautiful
head of hair. If yours is Cloaked with
gray, or fa harsh and stiff, you can re-
store it to its former beauty and
ter by using 'La Creole" Hair Drain
lag. Price 11.00.— Adv.
---- •
Cerealles.
!Rink— lie thinks. t.a.re mien It a _fool-
ish hobby.
Blutik—Tet I've 'wen him deep In his
tip* umay and matey t!
noel Forebodings.
oil think it will squirm *eon?"
"f siiiii't think anything about it.
I know It will as anon as I get home"
One con become a near-nubile:we hy
continually rrittvizing the weather.
_
s -
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Whosever You Nerd a Cenral Taide
Take Grove's
The Old Stsii.larti Grove', Tailleion
shill Tone; is equally vahnible as a Dea•
oral Tunic because it contains the will
knows tome properties of QUININE and
IRON dt seta oe the Liver, Drives out
Malaria, Estrobes the liked and atnitie
up the Wlsoie Sestem IN mole
Coen y.
"I hope make • good job oi
title portrait." remarked the usultitoll-
lionuIre. "Itemousbier, it. codlingruss
Iii the neighborhood uf ten thousand
shillare."
"I iwg pardon," N111141 the nrt1st. "My
prier ht-OSIT ii-lboueand dollars."
"Ti's, yen I know that. Hut think of
ell the rateable time I have to speed
possiug fur goe."
— -
Don't Poison Baby.
TT.Altn AGO almost every mother thought her child mtuk have
PART:tit/1110 or laudanum to make it sloop. 'fines, drugs will elis
sleep, and a FEW DROPS TOO MANY will produoe the
FROM WHICH THERE IN NO WAKING. Meaty are the children who
have been killed or whose health has been ruined for life by paregoric, Made-
num and mhitte, each of which is a rutrootio product of opium.
are prolittetW from soiling either of the narcotics named to children
to anybody without labelling them "poison." The definition of"
I. : "A medicine which relieves pain and produces' Weep, but whsch iiijpettesek
(me duets produces stupor, soma, omtrulinorts and dartfh." The tas glad
smell of medicines contigning opium are disguised, and told under thealeiNg
of "Drops," "Cordials," "Soothing Syrups," etc. You should not permit ler
medicine to be given to your children without you or your physician know
of what It la oomki_ teed. CASTOILIA 'DOES NOT
corrAtti NARO=CS, if it bears the signature
a Chas. H. Fletcher.
Giegitinit Cagiest* always bears the al/later. of
A Subtle System.
"Mint we want to get," Paid the
'Alter of the lieumehold publiention. "Is
a good merles of iirtieles on how to
manage a husittatuL"
"Fer %that?"
"In order to tiny alt the fashionable
tbingss me're going to advertise a worn'
an will linve te Imre the inesimed their'
eughly trained.-
RED,,, ROUGH, SORE HANDS
May de Soothed and Healed by Use
of Cutieura. Trial Free.
Nothing so soothing and healing for
red, rough and irritated hands as Cutl-
curs Soap and Cuticura Ointment.
Soak hands on retiring in hot Cuticura
soapsuds. Dry, and gently anoint hands
with Cuticura Ointment. A one-night
treatment works wonders.
Free sample each by malt with Book.
Address pesteard, Cuticura, Dcpt.
Boston. ,Sold everywhere.—Adv.
The Vegetarian.
A geolor pupil tettelier, alto Was reated 
for his dilatory habits and *slovenly ate
pennince. wee one day Instructing his
class in the art of economy.
"Boys," lie said, extending his not
ever-clean finger!! In the direction of
the clasm—"beye. In addition to I.elng
a total abstainer and nomodoker. A
1111F1Fregiqilriam---74151r;-10tinuy Brow*
tell rue, what is a vegetarian?"
"If you pietist., sir." answered John-
ny Brewn, glaneing toward the extend-
ed fingers, 'It must be a man who
don't use soar."—New Yerk Tele-
graph.
Ordering Meals by Telephone
A ciife inn Plainfield. N. J., haft in-
stalled u milieu. waren for the C011-
verilerfer ef its diners. Whether the
plan will eventually -be weletoseed by
the dining public hue still to be proved,
but it lien the merit* of ingenuity and
novelty. Emit tableItn thim enterpris-
ing cafe is connected dimity with the
kiteliert nnil the head chef by itienne of
a. telephone The fastitiloua diner, lo-
ot-Mid OT trusting the fine points of hiss
faster to e mere waiter, tells theta di-
!lofty Into the tor of the chef. Thus
he can have hie steak cooked to the
exact turn hit likes and get exactly
the proper number of driller; of season-
ing In the autirea-
It Saves
Repair Bills
The PETER
SCHUTTLER/
Is se earefedly mode It he Impose
without geeing to the blacksmith
shop. It's the upkeep that makes the
cheap wagon espen•ive. Peter
Saunter wagons are made of thor-
oughly air-dried timber. of the high-
est grade, by skilled mecheaka.
They are built with old fashioned
care in the most modem weansWeak, FaInty Heart, and Hysteria' factory in the world. Times why 
can be rectified by taking "Renavine" 7— they last and Inn .igleer.
aiheart d nerve toctic. Price soc and r.
Somewhat Different
The circus was in town, and on a
prominent certier Bunko l'ete was try-
ing to initiate an old farmer Into the
mysteries of the three-slicll game.
"Here, you!" exclaimed u policeman
who happened along just then; "don't
yea knew It's against the law to op-
erate a game of chance on the public
thortnighfure?"
"Dare all right, partner." replied
Bunko Pete. "Our friend here ain't
got no chance."
Dr. B. F. Jacksort,,Celehrated Physician,
handed down to posterity his famous
prescription for female troubles. Now
sold under the name of "Femenina."
Price 50c and 111J/ff.—Adv.
• 
The Suburbanite. .
"What's the matter with your fin-`
ger, Rabbi', that you've got it ban-
daged all the way up?"
"They're nsit bandages. They're
strings to remind me of nay wifa com-
missions to bring home tonight."
People rarely rush into print "in
justice" to a friend unless he needs
defense. •
trn-can in its place stopped laughing
often a stern volee came- to his ears.
"William!" It was his father who
spoke. "Pottl you tie that tin can to
the poor dog's tallr
Willie slid some rapid thinking.
Then he replied, Innocently:
"Yea, father. I did, I'm trying to
she one kind act every day, and that
dog is always chasing eats, so I tied
the tin can to its tail Po that It would
tenke a noise nail warn the pour little
eat a,"
New Fashions.
__XItto Kahn, the netts! financier, phi-
ittethropist and music:patron, said at
a dinner in New York: •
"At gala performance,' at the opera
the 1:1111ea A% ear decollete gowns, and
 .‘I suppose, they will wear sikool-
lete skirts as well—short skirt*, I
mean to say.
"A young husband bustled into his
„wife's dressing ,room one evenjng be-
fore dihner. He loidied at her, In all
her tin/cling lorelidisie, as she poesel
before her three-leaf mirror, and then
he Raid: •
• "'What are you ritealried - for now,
-dgers—opern or open-thin? "
• •
ported.
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RELIABLE REMEDY
RESTORES KIDNEYS
For tom years druggists have watched
with much intereat the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's -Swamp Root,
the great kidney, liver and bladder tame
.dr
.
It Is a physician's prescription.
Steal/1;1110ot is • strengthening medi-
cine. Dr, Kilmer used it for years in his
private practice. It helps the kidneys,
hver and bladder do the work nature in-
tended they should do.
SwampRoot has stood the test of yearn.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit and
it will help you. No other remedy can
successfully take its place.
Be sure to get Swamp-Root and dart
treatment at once.
However, if you wish Arai lib' test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer k Binghamton. N. Y., for II
sample bottle.. When writing be sure and
mention this paptr.—Adv.
Ribbon "White Elephant."
Three yards of silk ribbon sure the_ _
est -contribution to the conecience
fund. And thereby a great problem as
to bow to cover the vfilue into the
United States treasury ham edictal.
The contribution seetns something of
a white elephant, the NVieshington Star
guys.
Probably the ribbon will be sold to
the highest bidder at public auction
end the amount realized covered into
the treasury. The value of the ribbon
cannot be judged and the prospective
amount of the credit to the conscience
fund cannot be established. The rib-
bon is about four inches wide, vari-
colored and of exquisite heavy qual-
ity.
The ens-Mope rontnIntng: the -ribbon
tvtis postmarked Paterson. N. J. There
was no message inclosed, the package
being we're:octet simply to "The Con-
science Fund. Waehington, t. C." It
Is preaumed that the rilitioniteelf was
smuggled in awl ts now surrendered.
The True Optimist
—Chnrles F. 31urphy, the Tammany
lettdeo praleing optimism, said:
"When I um looking 'or cheery, brac-
ing opthultme I often think of the
street musician playing •Chriat in ns
Awake' on a cornet in the midst of a
driving enowstorm on Christmas day.
"rue siww fell, the wind blew, and
the musician mantling in a deep drift,
tooted awno when a lady passed.
"The man looked down at hsls shabby
attire and said to henget( proudly and
optimistically:
"'How lucky It's only my shoes
that's full of holes. They &ail show-
at all in this deep snow.' "—Washing-
ton Star.
IT IS IMPERATIVE
that you keep a bottle of Mississippi
Diarrhoea Cordial in your medicine
cheat. In constant use for fifty years.
Price 25c and 50c.—Adv.
_
Child Should Know That Minutes
Make Hours.
WATCHES FOR OLDER ONES
Punishing Them ter Being Late Otets
Not Help Them Acquire the
"Tim. Sense" That is Ito
important.
Mow to Etch Glass.
A simple -Way to etch glass is to
warm it carefully; if heated too rapid-
ly it will crack. Rub paraffin or bees-
wax over the warm *surface of the
glase, and then with a blunt instru-
ment print Ow desired wording. To
some fluorspar (calcium flouride)
placed in a metal dish, add enottga
concentrated sulphuric acid to mois-
ten the powder. Place the glass, with
the marked side down, nrer the metal
dish containing the above chemical.
ani louve it over night. In the morn-
ing, scrape the paraffin off and the de-
idred words will be etched on the..
glass.
Regretful Memories.
What has become of the old-faith-
steer that grew the cheaper
-- 1-
It's awfully bard 'for the a_vernge
man to look hi I mirror and believe
lie was ones a cute baby.
Witch it comes to etepping Into jt
'fortune any mina Is willing to put his
foot in it.
Halt' the world doesn't stop to clip-
sister that it Is none of its W4111011
 how the ether half lives.
toned
cuts?
By SIDONII M. ORUINBER41.
A
st I was leitviiig the Immo. to
keep n illutter etigngement u
mightier eith leo little bey
come tilling, the norther greatly
attitaled Emil the child only alightly
perturbed. •
The mother was speaking. "Now
v null hnve to tot to heti ulthout sup-.
per, us you did last night. I will not
lin vi' y ell coming tismie Oil bite,"
Anil the bey pretes0441: "I didn't
ktioe it Nips air bite. I Illt.lait to etittlt.
house early."
The next day, when I met my Ils•Igli-
hriir in a ctilmer mood, elle felt !het
mite had to eeplein Ito. ovens, of Ihi.
previous evening. Site tilenym let,. her
children go tint unetteteled; she ex-
toots them to learn how to take cuff'
id themselves!. Anti PIO. 1111111sliert
them if !lel ciime heine late; elle 4.X•
lot.t.lot Illetil 1111101 to learn to knew toile
and the VOW* of time.
There beim doubt-that tithe error/4-
ot Months or of yours those children
willotteirn to es . • home betitneti und
to keep engiigenients throtutit_ Abe
method pursued by their naititer. Tint
I %rendered whether the tome results
aosuld iu4- 140-4it t 1•140.41- Wit lOslit *1w trig-
inflow' rind lit-feeling thiit this method
seemed to bring forth. 'fine tie-third
iif rewiirdm tind punishments is the
inowt ancient sine, und hum prosluced
vultittble results. But It is in Hinny
ways tousle nos well its 11111'11'111. 111141 it
is eertidely not iiiilversiilly the best.
I asked the tniitliso whether the chest
had ti %tools tor any other Melilla if
kteiwing the It rite. "No," ehe toed ; "lie
is too cureless to hnve a wateli. If
taught to Look at the Watch From
Time to Time.
enyoms to piny elth. P I. very likely
I het WI 1 11 t1114,1t 441110/41 1 111. 11111111/41 114 /11
of e penalty in u tome Id this kind wit/
liuve precticully no vultos Omani the
Requisition 0 u "thee 'tense," since
ehildren look opon peneltiee
In the light id retrilotalen for illeobso
dioner, or fur itifructleit isf Otos; hui
Reblimn V4111114.11 them risecificelly *1 ft
their othertiontinge leading to the ails.
etrielitet. Tit the anitlytls id adult mind
the purposes suggests the ri 00000 ecteux.
but to the child's mind the l'Irioievtlini
is aliment.
We ere not all etitotfly endowell with
the "time OefIrle," and In pima. personal
It is esittepleuimely picking. Het a
greet deal can be done to cultivate it
In the banns. The nowt Itnpertant ele-
ment in 11114 treining Is a regular dolly
program, In which se notch es isteetiole
of the reutitle finds ii hoot point.
l'itrough thle till the members, ef the
11.'11401,441 shots 1.1 e0111e tai a reullantIon.
of the rempotialbIlity ust each his Ob.
serve the preigram on fur Its It hues. tn
1141 with1 the common activitleis of the
fetidly. Mang hoe isheiast come to
1111.1111 liii Infringenierit upon the flute
of sobers. WO. will 'mike eliewuneses
for sieleys, but we should not be made
to atilt untiect....aetto Totoos_tjeo.
he hail one I'm sure he would forget
to wind it or he would get it out of
order in a week.
"Is It fair." I asked her. "to expect
the child to know what time it is when
In' has no means of finding out? I
wonder how many adults, with all
their experience, would know that it
was time to stop when in the midst of
tonne interesting pastime. If they had
It') outward sign or warning?"
it would seem that the 'burden of
responsibility for supplying the infor-
mation or the Means for getting it in
a matter of this kind should he ns-
sumed altogether by the parent.
Where there is no public clock tn the
vicinity of the children's piny, ar-
rnngements should be made for In-
forming them of the passage cf time.
We ehould :tee to it that at tenet one
of the children in the group has a
watch, for children that are old
enough to play without supervision nre
old enough to learn how to care for a
watch. as well as how to rend the
time. They can also be tauobt to look
at the watch from time to time, until
they have learned to feel about how
millet play they can accomplish in an
Neill. or In half an hottr. 'Watches that
are sufficiently reliable for all orslInnry
purposes are cheap enough nowadaye
so that every child ehould have the
mhontage of owning one. _
For she snitch can be made a unpin!
Instrument In the ethic:100;1_0 the
child. As soon as he te able to road
time he can . become his own time-
keeper, although some children .leorn
this much more easily thon others.
Providing some positive means for
keeping track of the pronging minutes
Is n mulch more satlefactoryowity at
teat-fling the child than . letting him
flounder 41tItt and then punishing hint
for his 111mile-re. It Is hard to Imagine
the -child -having any feeling except
tlutt of galling holuistice, on- beteg tie-
twived of his vtlfilni dotne the meet
enturni thing In the world—thet is,
continuing Ao play be long us there is
.CiellIzation teaches man to hide We
rutturally brutish nature.
Sena (a,.,, Five Sim&
Gale-Hooper Co., Memphis, Tann.
Peter*SellenlierCS, Chicago, nt.
QUALM sniffles MAIM
NE
NIT $ALO NMI ANY NINES SAM
itry,te for free txok let Points tote considered before
pa:chasing a Seeing 14.a...t.Ine." Learn the tarts.
DIE NEW HOVE SEWING btACHINE CO.. CRANGEONASS.
Every Woman Wants
PAr4Xiie
ANTISEPTIC POWDER
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches steps
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflame
mation. Recommeasted by Lydia F...
Pinkham Med. Co. for ,tee years.
A healing wander for nasal catamii,
sere throes and sore *yes. EsioncanicaL
eadraortirry damning sod gemicidal
lec. dr.ogisk. peeparl
111=1.The Ram Tain*CAmory, Berm, Mos.
Had Severadney Trouble
Engineer J. E. Fellows of the C. N. 0. &T. P. Ry, of Chattanooga.
Tenn., writes that when be was firing he was attacked with kidney trouble.
He took various medicines and tried doctors, but neither did him any good.
A friend advised him to try
Dr. Thacher's liver and Bkwd 4rup 
ne did eo, and improved from the &et:Weever bean Inekbied einem,
and what it did for him it will do for you. It is the safest and sorest treat-
'went for indigeetion, kidney and liver trenbie. 69c and $I. at all to.
glint
anuLlioNIC
Sold for 47 years. For Malaria. Chills arid Fewer. Aliso
a risme Clamored lilt raregtheirskrqs IraireAo. •Oe s.i $1.00 esbeg flees
- • •-• _-:r" „- •
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